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EDITORUTI. COMMEMI

War

and Hevolution

On September 3 of this year there appeared in Renmin Riba.o, organ of the Comrnunist Party of China, an article which brings the
controversy in the world Communist movement to a new poini. The
arUcle, by Lin Piao, Vice-Chairman of the Central Committee of the
cPC and Minister of National Defense, commemorates the twentietl
anniversary of the defeat of Japan. It is entitled 'Long Live the vietory of People's 'War!"*
That this is looked upon as something more than merery another
in an endless series of articles is evident not only from the status of
its author but even more from tJre exceptional distribution and publicity given to it by the chinese leadeiship. The reason for this is
made clear_by the articlds content, for it goeJfar beyond the customary
realm of ideological dispute. In its ffnal sections it becornes a manifesto laying down a world strategy of revolution and issuing a call
to action.
As such, it'cannot be ignored. The communist party of the united
States, along with other parties, has fully supported the proposal
of the Moscow conference of last March to refrain rroni pubric
polemics. However, in the'face of a direct call for a course of iaion
which we are certain oan lead, if it is followed, only to catastrophe, we
feel it would be wrong to remain silent. It is necessary to tike the
sharpest issue with such a line and energetically to combat it.
People's Wars

Will Defeat Imperialism

From the outset, the ideological conflict has centered around the
question of whether or not peaceful coexistence is an attainable
objective. The leaders of the chinese party have contended that it
is not, on the grounds that, whatever the ielationship of forces, the
innate tendencies of imperialism drive it inexorably toward war. This
propensity is thus beyond the control of its opponents-a view which
is expressed in the oft-repeated assertion that "whether or not the
imperialists will unleash war is not determined by us; we are, after
all, not their chief-of-staff." (Long Lioe Lervinism,'Foreign Languages
*It. appears in English translation i1 p, eking
Reaiew, September 2, lg66;
_
also as a pamphlet issued by the F,oreign Language press in peki,ng.-'
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p. 21.) One can seek to live in peace with such
a monster, thereforg only by capitulating to i! by letting it have its
way without resistance. To this the only alternative is to counter war
with war-to take the initiative in waging war against imperialism.
These ideas ffnd their full crystallization in Lin's article. It begins
with a lengthy analysis of the Chinese experiences in the war against
]apan and subsequently in the struggle against the forces of Chiang
Kai-shek. It deals in some detail with the strategr and taotics evolved
by Mao Tse-tung at the head of the Communist Party of China. This
pattern, which is pictured as that of a people's war fought by the
Chinese people with their own resources against a rnilitarily more
powerful foe,* is presented as being of universal applicability among
peoples seeking their national freedom and the p,ath toward socialism.
These goals, Lin contends, are attainable only through the waging
of people's wars; indeed, tle concluding portion of the article takes
as its point of departure the complete identiffcation of revolution with
war. It states:
Press, Peking, 1960,

In the last analysis, the Marxist-Leninist theory of

proletarian
state power by revolu-

revolution is the theory of the seizure of
tionary violence, the t6eory of countering war alainst tlie- p99pl9
py pe6ple's war. As Marx so aptly put it: "Force is the midwife of
every old society pregnant with a new one." (Capital, Fgreign
Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1954 Vol. I, p. 751.)
It wai on the basis of the lessons derived from the people's wars
in China that Comrade Mao Tse-tung, using the simplest and most
'vivid language, advanced the famous thesis that "political power
grows oui of the barrel of a gun." ("Problems of War and Strategr,"
Selected Works, Vol. II. )
He clearly pointed out: "The seizure of power by armed force,
the settlem6ni of the issue by war, is th6 centrai task and the
highest form of revolution. This Marxist-Leninist principle of revoluiion holds good universally, for Cliina and for all other countries." (lbid.)
As the basis of this "principle,"

Lin offers the proposition:

. . . So long as imperialism and the system of exploitation,of man
by man exist, the imperialists and reactionaries will invariably rely
on arrrled force to maintain their reactionary rule and impose war
on the oppressed nations and peoples. This is an obiectioa laus ind.epend.ehi of maris oilZ. (Emfha&s added.)
*This is not an ,accurate picture of the ,Chinese revolution itself, as we
shall show later.
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And since one is thus confronted by people who, in Mao Tse-tungls
words, "have swords in their hands and are out to kill," it follows thit:

In the last analysis, whether

one dares

to wage a tit-for-tat

;trugglg against armed aggression and_ suppresslo1 by the imperial.
ists and their lackeys, whether one dares to ffght i peoplets war

against them, meani whether one dares to em6ark oi r&olution.
Thi,s is the most effectioe touctxtone for distinguishing gerwine
from fake reoolutionaries and. Mamist-Leninasts. ( Emph*rIs iaa"a.;

Consequently, in the name of revolution, an appeal is made to all
_
the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America to launch
people's wars directed against U.S. imperialism-to "defeat U.S. imperialism and its lackeys by people's war." "History has proved and
*l[ go on proving," the article says, "that peoplet *ar ls the most
effective weapon against u.s. imperialism and its lackeys. All revorutionary_people will learn to wage peoplds war against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys." And it ends on the following note:

All peoples _suffering from U.S. imperialist aggression, oppres.
sion arid plunder, unitil Hold aloft thd iust ban#i of peopld^s^war
and fight for the cause of.world peace, national liberadonipeople's
Victory will certainly go to thd
of the worldl
Long live the victory of peoplet warl

democracy- and socialisml

pe^ople

Thesis ldentifying Reoolution W ith W ar

We shall have more to say later about the Chinese leaders' conception of people's war. But ffrst let us turn our attention to the basic
thesis of the identity of war and revolution*a thesis which can only
be described as both false and dangerous.
It is essential to note at the start that the question at issue is not
whether the use of violence is eoer justifted. Unquestionably there are
cases in which this form of struggle is necessary. Rather, the question
is whether it is the only form-whether its applicability is universal.
What the article contends is that there is rw path to oi,ctory ooer imperi,alism other than the military path.
What is the basis of this contention? That the Chinese experience,
which was one of protracted revolutionary war, is the pattern for all
other countries. The article indicates this when it says: "Comrade Mao
Tse-tung's theory of people's war has been proved by the long practice of the Chinese revolution to be in accord with the objective laws
of such wars and to be invincible. It has not only been valid for
China, it is a great contribution to the revolutionary struggles of ttre
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oppressed nations and peoples throughout t-he world." But thus cpmpletely to generalize the applicability of the path of armed struggle
taken by the Chinese people is an utterly dogmatic approach, entirely
alien to the methodology of Marxism-Leninism. As M. A. Suslov has
pointed out, it leaves out of account the enormous diversity of conditions and experiences in different countries. Suslov writes:

It is particularly typical of the Chinese leaders that they completely furror" the imiir'ense variety of conditions in which the countries of Asia, A-frica and Latin America exist.
It is well known that these countries stand at difierent levels
of socio-economic and political development. One Soup of countries has already taken the socialist road. Another group has won
pohtical independence and set about effecting radical social reforms. A thfud group of counkies, where the national bourgeoisie
has come to power, adheres on the whole to an anti-imperialist
position. There are countries which have formally acquired political
independence but have virtually failed to become independent
because of the puppet regimes that have come to power in them
or because of their participation in imperialist blocs. Lastly, there
are countries where colonial regimes remain and whose peoples
are waging a heroic struggle for their freedom. (Struggle of the
CPSU for the Unity of the World Communist Mooement, Crosscurrents Press, New Yor\ 1964, pp. 32-88.)
The peoples of these countries face diverse tasks at widely differing
levels, which require varied methods of struggle involving political,
diplomatic, econom;ic and military forms in various combinations. To
reduce all these to a single formula of armed struggle is to depart
from reality.
Nor can such dogmatism be upheld by appeals to the writings of
Marx and Lenin, both of whom were anything but rigid on such questions. Indeed, the quotation from Marx used by Lin can be made to
serve this purpose only by being taken out of context. The statement
appears in the course of a discussion of primitive accumulation-the
initial acquisition of capital by the emergent capitalist class. Marx
writes:

. . . In England at the end of the

17th century, they [t]re mo-

menta of primitive accumulation] arrive at a systematical combination, embracing the colonies, the national deb't, the modern mode
of taxation, and the protective system. These methods depend in
part on brute force, e,9., the colonial system. But they all employ
the power of the State, the concentrated and organized force of
society, to hasten, hothouse fashion, the process of transformation
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of the fzudal mode of production into the capitalist mode, and to
shorten the transition. Force is the midwife of every old society
pregnant with a new one. It is itself an economic power.

Is it not clear that the force of which Marx speaks here is that
exercised by the state, which emerging capitalism brings increasingly
under its sway and uses as a means of enriching itself, and not the
force of violent revolution against the existing state power? Certainly
the statement cannot be construed as referring to the universal necessity of armed uprising as the only form of revolution.
lgnore Nera Conditions For Victory Oaer lm,perialism
Moreover, history does not bear out the article's thesis;
strates the contrary, A particularly striking case in point

it

demon-

is

Ghana,

which has not only secured its political independence but has taken
the road to socialism-raithout armed revolt. There are numerous
olher countries (Guinea, Mali and Tanzania in Africa, to name but
a ferv) which have similarly won their freedom without war.
The source of war, it is true, is imperialism; and war, it is also true,
may lead to revolution. But Communists do not on that account seek
war as the necessary path to revolution; on the contrary, they strive
to prevent war and to win their aims without it. On this point, the
81-Party Statement emphatically declares:
The imperialist reactionaries, who seek to aronse distrust for the
Communist movement and its ideology, continue to intimidate the
masses by alleging that the Communists need wars between states
to overthrow the capitalist system and establish a socialist system.
The Communist Parties emphatically reject this slander. The fact
that both world wars, which were started by the imperialists, ended
in socialist revolutions by no means implies that the way to social
revolution goes necessarily through world war, especially now that
there exists a powerful world system of socialism. Marxist-Leninists have never considered that the way to socialist revolution lies
through wars between states. (New Century Publishers, New York,
1961,

p. 26.)

Even in the days before World War I, when the world anti-imperialist forces were far too limited to prevent the outbreak of that conflict, Lenin made this point unmistakeably clear. In April 1914 a
Polish journalist, Alfred Maikosen, asked him with reference to the
approaching war: "Do you crave for a conflict?"

Lenin replied:
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No, I dont want it. Why should I wish it? I am doing and will
do everything in my power to prevent mobilization and war. I do
not wish millions of proletarians to exterminate each other, paying
for the madness of capitalism. No misunderstanding is to be allowed
in this respect.
Objectively to predict a v/ar, to try, should this calamity be unleashed, to make full use of it is one thing. To wish for war and
work for it is something quite different."o

If the possibility of successful revolution without war, whether for
national freedom or for socialism, has been greatly enhanced in recent
times, this is, to be sure, not due to any lessening of the predatory,
warlike nature of imperialism. Its rapacious appetite for profft and
plunder remains undiminished. What har happened, however, is that
its capacity to satisfy that appetite has greatly decreased, thanks to
the much greater power of the forces which oppose it.
Since capitalists are in b,usiness not to lay down their lives for sacred
principles but to make money, it is but to be expected that there will
be those in monopoly circles who will counsel retreat in the face of
odds which appear to them overwhelmingly unfavorable, who prefer
to adapt themselves to situations they feel they cannot control and
seek other ways of maintaining their profits. On the other hand, there
will rernain those who cling to the opposite view and are prepared
to defend the status quo at all costs. A:ld the confict between the two
will sharpen as the difficulties of imperialism deepen.
Consequently, situations will increasingly arise in which the antiimperialist forces prove strong enough to compel a retreat; indeed,
there are numerous instances in which this has already happened.
In other cases, to be sure, the anti-imperialist forces may suffer a setback. The outcome in any given case depends on the relationship
of forces and the intensity of the political struggle waged against the
imperialist policies. But &e position taken in Lin's article completely
negates the role of such political struggles and places reliance only
on resort to arms.

The Role of People's War and Vianam
Even where the question of violent conflict arises, history shows
that solutions are most often arrived at not by military means alone
but by a combination of political, diplomatic and military actions.
*Citel by M. D. Kammari, "On the Relationship Between War and Revolutionr" Kro*ma,ga Ztsezd,a, August 6, 1965.
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This is truS for example, of the Cuban crisis of October 1962, in which
the threatened U.S. invasion was averted and Cuban independence
safeguarded not by the sole force of Cuban arms but by diplomatic
negotiations backed by weapons and supported by political pressures
in this country and elsewhere. It is likewise true of the invasion of

Egypt by British, French and Israeli troops some yeaxs earlier, which
was repelled not by rnilitary victory of the Egyptian forces but by
the compelled withdrawal of the invaders. Other cases can be cited.
In both these examples, the defeat of imperialism involved the combined strength of the world anti-imperiali-st forces. And in both, be
it noted, the role of the Soviet Union was decisive. In general, when
a people is compelled to take to arms in defense of its freedom, its
struggle is part of the world struggle against imperialism and the outcome is determined by combined action pn all fronts.
Lirt's article, however, places the matter quite difierently. The
destruction of imperialism is envisioned as being accomplished solely
through the military actions of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. "The whole capitalist-imperialist system," he writes, 'has
become drastically weaker and is in the process of increasing convulsion and disintegration." U.S. imperialism, despite its unprecedented
strength, is especially vulnerable; spread out over the entire face of
the globe, it is overextended. "Its human, military, material and ffnancial resources are far from sufficient for the realization of its ambition
of dominating the whole world." Through the launching of people's
wars, therefore, and the merging of these'tnto a torrential world-wide
tide of opposition to U.S. imperialism," it can be thrown off balance,
split up and defeated. 'U.S. imperialism like a mad bull dashing from
place to place, will ffnally be burned to ashes in the blazing ffres of
the people's wars it has provoked by its own actions."
' But what of the fact that these countries, themselves poorly armed,
confront an adversary equipped with the most modern of armaments,
including nuclear weapons? These, says Lin, "cannot save U.S. imperialism from its doom." First, it cannot lightly resort to nuclear
weapons in the face of world opinion; if it does so, "it will become
isolated in the extreme." Second, the threat to use such weapons
exposes the United States to the same threat, and therefore incurs
strong opposition from the American people as well as others. Third,
"even if U.S. imperialism brazenly uses nuclear weapons, it cannot
conquer the people, who are indomitable." Says Lin: "The spirifual
atom bomb which the revolutionary people possess is a far more
powerful and useful weapon than the physical atom bornb."
Vietnam is presented as "the most eonvincing current example of
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a victim of aggression defeating U.S. imperialism by a people's war."
And "the more they escalate the war, the heavier will be their fall
and the rnore disastrous will be their defeat."
"Ever since Lenin led the great October Revolution to victory," the
article states, "'the experience of innumerable revolutionary wars has
borne out the truth that a revolutionary people who rise up with only
their bare hands at the outset ffnally succeed in defeating the ruling
classes who are armed to the teeth." In the case of Vietnam, this is
spelled out further by Mao Tse-tung in an interview with Edgar Snow
a number of months ago ("Interview with Mao," Nen: Republic, Febntary 27,1965). Snow reports Mao as holding the view that in truth
the Chinese revolution was armed by Americans. In the same way
the Vietnamese revolution was also being armed by'Americans. . . ."
Also: "Americans forces in Vietnam were still relatively small. If they
increased they could help speed up the arrning of the people against
them."* In short, the more numerous the aggressors, the swifter the
arming of the people at their expense and the more decisive their
ultimate victory.
The outlook for the Vietnamese people is thus presented as one of

protracted war, culminating ultimately in military victory over U.S.
imperialism and its supporters-in short, a carbon copy of the Chinese
experience.

To hold forth the prospect of a purely military defeat of U.S. imperialism in this manner, however, is grossly to underestimate its
strength and destructive capacity. True, continued escalation is only
leading U.S. imperialism deeper and deeper into a bog of endless
slaughter, with the chances of a military solution in its favor growing
ever dimmer. But by the same token the Vietnamese people are
equally condemned, on military grounds alone, to an interminable
bloodv stalemate, enormously costly in lives and property.
It is true, too, that historically imperialism is on the way out and
the balarrce of forces is furning increasingly against it. But whatever
its difficulties, U.S. imperialism can hardly be said to be'in the process
of increasing convulsion and disintegration." Nor are there any
grounds for comparing it with the France of 1954-a France which
had suffered military defeat in World War II, which was heavily involved in war in Algeria at the same time, and which was rocked by
internal economic and political instability. In contrast, the United
*Snow states, at the heginning of his account:
"ft was agreed that I
might p'ublish, without direct quotation, such of the chairman's aocount as
is given below."
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States commands vast mfitarn economic and manpower resources
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which the war has only begun to tap.
Minimizing Danger of Nwlear Conflngration
And what of the danger that the war may be escalated into a world
war fought with nuclear weapons? The article makes light of this arguing not only that U.S. imperialism will hesitate to employ nuclear
weapons but also as follows:

. . . There have been wars of national liberation throughout the
,twenty years since World War II. But has any single one of them
developed into a world war? Isnt it true that the U.S. imperialists'
plans for a world war have been upset precisely thanks to-the wars
6f national liberation in Asia, Afriia uria f,,"tiri America?
Such arguments, however,

fly in the face of reality, for they

are

based on a partial, one-sided picture. In the ffrst place, the danger of
nuclear warfare cannot be so easily disrnissed. It is well to remember
that in those situations in which U.S. imperialism has been most
directly involved, we have more than once come frighteningly close
to the brink of nuclear conflict.
It is. worth recalling, for one thing, Truman's admission that his

administration had seriously considered the use of atom bombs in
the Korean'War. It is also worth recalling that the Eisenhower Administration was no less ready to resort to such weapons. Corliss Lamont writes ("Why the Bomb Was Dropped," Neu World Reoieut,
November 1965):

.

As part of a preview of Eisenhower's new book, Waging Peace,
of Sept. L2, 1965, disclosed that in
1953 Eisenhower as President "let word leak out that unless a
satisfactory armistice could be arranged in Korea, the United States
would use its nuclear power to gain full victory. Shortly thereafter
the Communists agreed to armistice terms." In the same article the
Times revealed that in order to defend the Chinese ofishore islands
of Matsu and Quemoy (less than seven miles from the mainland)
against the Communists, Eisenhower and Dulles in 1958 drafted a
memorandum on how the United State-s, to be successful, might
'face the
of using small-yield atomic weapons against
1955-60, the Neut York Times

-ngc_ess-ity
hostile airftelds."

No less signiffcant is the fact that in 1954, the year of Dien Bien
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Phu, Dulles twice proposed to French Prernier Bidault the dropping
of nuclear bombs on Vietnam and southern China.t
True, these particular threats did not mateiakze. But it is clear
that in these circumstances the danger of nuclear war was immensely
increased. In today's war in Viebnam the dangers are even greater.
Unless the present policy is reversed, the hopelessness of military victory for U.S. imperialism at the current level of the conflict must lead
to further escalations which can all too easily culminate in a world
nuclear war. To reject the political ffght for peace in Vietnam, for
reversal of the Johnson policy, for removal of all U.S. forces, and instead to call only for continuation of the war until ffnally these forces
are driven out militarily, is to gamble with nuclear cataskophe.
But the article goes further. It calls upon other peoples to emulate
the Vietnarnese by launching wars of their own, saying: "The people
in other parts of the world will see still more clearly that U.S. imperialism can be defeated, and that what the Vietnamese people can do,
they can do too." In short, the world is to be plunged into a prolonged
era of warfare-a course which can only end in nuclear war.
This point is overlooked by Lin and by those in this counEy who
support the Chinese view. The editors of the Monthly Roaieu argoe
that since the basic problems of the oppressed countries, in particular
the elementary problem of feeding their populations, canno be solved
within the framework of imperialisrn; hence the tide of revolution
throughout the underdeveloped world is bound to rise, and U.S. imperialism will ffnd it impossible to cope with it. They say:

. . . There are some 15 million inhabitants in South Vietnam. According to latest reports, the United States is planning to increase
its troop strength there to at least a quarter of a million men. Let
us assume, though it may well not be true, that t}lis will be enough
to ensure the continued military occupation of a large part of the
country. The ratio of occupying forces to indigeuous population is
thus approximately I to 60. Applying the same ratio to the underdeveloped parts of the 'free world," containing in all something like
a billion and a half inhabitants, we ffnd that an occupying force
of no less than 25 million would be needed.
Absurd? Well, yes, in a way. Obviously the United States could
never raise and support that kind of an occupying force. But as a
statement of where present policies are leading it is not absurd
at all. The plain truth is that the United States-is taking on com*Roscoe Drummond and Gaston Coblentz, Duel o,t the Bri,nlc, New York,
llugh Deane in The War i,n Vietnrurn, Monthly

1960, pp. 116-123. Cited iby

Review Press, New York, 1968.
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mitments which it cannot possibly fulffll. If it continues along this
road, the result will be exa'ctly #hat the Chinese foresee-evirtual
exhaustion and defeat. ("The Necessity of Revolution," Monthly
Reoieu, December 1965.)
We cannot quarrel with the conclusion that imperialism cannot solve
the economic problems of the underdeveloped countries, nor with the
conelusion that U.S. imperialism is taking on commitments it cannot
fulffll. But the consequences cannot be reduced to a mere matter of
arithmetical extrapolation. The very hopelessness of the attempt to
cope with the situation by expanded military aggression leads, if it is
persisted in, to ever greater pressures to compensate by resort to
nuclear weapons, as well as to the growing political ascendency of
those who advocate such a course.
The ultimate rdefeat of U.S. imperialism may be a built-in consequence of the present world picture, but that it should carry the
world to destruction with itself is not. The aim of the world antiimperialist forces, and not least of the American people, must be to
curb its aggressiveness, to force it to yield in the face of the tide of
national liberation. There is no alternative to this other than the disaster
of a nuclear bloodbath.
Of course, the Chinese leaders have consistently minimized the destructiveness of mrclear weapons, and they do so now Of the eventuality of world war, Lin has only this to say: "If the U.S. imperialists
should insist on launching a third world war, it can be stated categorically that many more hundreds of millions of people will turn to
socialism; the imperialists will then have little room left on the globe;
and it is possible that the whole structure of imperialism will collapse."
Of the hundreds of millions who would perish and of the incalculable
destruction of material wealth, he says nothing.
Mao, in his interview with Snow, makes light of this destructiveness.
Snow reports his views as follows:
Americans also had said very much about the destructiveness of
the atom bomb and Khrushch6v had made a big noise about that.
. . . Yet recently he had read reports of an investigation by Americans who had visited the Bikini Island six years ifter thJ nuclear
tests had been conducted there. From L959 onward research workers had been in Bikini. When they ffrst entered the island they had
had to cut paths through the undergrowth. They had found'mice
scampering about and ffsh swimming in the stream as usual. The
wellwater was potable, plantation foliage was flourishing, and birds
were twittering_in the trees. Probably there had been twb bad years
after the tests, but nature had gone on. In the eyes of nature and
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the birds, the mice and the trees, the atom bomb was a paper tiger.
Possibly man had less stamina than they?

The position of the Chinese leaders adds up to this: imperialism
cannot be prevented from launching war; hence a new world war
is inevitable. One can, therefore, only "oppose war with wat'' by taking to arrns now against U.S. imperialism. If this leads to a nuclear
holocaust, what of itP The result will be a tremendous victory for
socialism. True Marxist-Leninists and revolutionaries, says Lin, 'hever
take a gloomy view of war."
We need not repeat here the aocounts given by scientists and others
of the indescribable havoc and annihilation nuclear weapons are
capable of producing.We can only say that the logic of any optimism
based on the inevitability of their use escapes us.
To be sure, nuclear war will not in the erad save imperialism, but
neither is there any doubt as to the incalculable destruction of human
life it will wreak. In his tale of the birds, the mice and the ffsh, Mao
fails to mention the generations nearly wiped out by t"he nuclear blast
and its after-effects; we cannot, however, subscribe to the concept
of a socialism built upon the decimation of mankind. Such a concept
is totally at odds with the humanism, the concern for the welfare of
their fellow men, by which Communists are motivated. To ffght for
socialism is to do everything possible to prevent nuclear war.
I)bes it follow from this that one must capihrlate to imperialism,
that there is no alternative to taking up arms, as the Chinese leaders
contendP Not at all. If the tl-reatened use of nuclear weapons did not
materialize in the instances cited above, and if world war has been
averted so far, this is not alone due to the waging of wars of national
liberation. Nor is it alone due to the fears of isolation or retaliation
in the U.S. imperialist camp. It is also the result of the growing mass
movements for peace in the capitalist countries, including the United
States. It is the result of the Soviet possession of nuclear weapons and
the consistent employment of that possession in behalf of world peace
and national freedom. It is the result o[ the anti-imperia]ist role of
the growing body of newly liberated countries. In short, it is the
result of the joint struggle of all the anti-imperialist forces on all
fronts, which have on more than one occasion compelled U.S. imperialism to back down by confronting it with the one thing it understands: a superior combination of forces. Through such struggles U.S.
(Contiru.ed on p. 34)

Path to Independence

in [hile.

Today we open the meeting o{ the highest authority of the Part!,
its National Congress.
.
One of the central questions with which we must deal is the role
of the Cornmunists under the government of President Frei.
The goal of Christian Democracy is to save capitalism in Chile and
forestall the popular revolution, the coming of socialism. Its unique
feature is that it tries to accomplish this not according to the old
methods of reaction, but with modern methods and phraseology, placing speeial emphasis on work with the masses, partially reiuvenating
the appearance of the archaic structure of the country and improving
somewhat the situation of certain sections of the people. . . .

For a Pupwlar National Gooernment

At the XII Congress of our Party we set ourselves the task of
uniting and mobilizing the masses with a view to the conquest of
political power for the people.
In order to take this decisive step we proposed to take advantage
of the presidential elections of 1964. This was a real possibility. If
in the end things did not turn out this way, it is due basically to
the fact that we did not sufficiently strengthen the positions of the
working class, and its capacity to unite in turn the majority of the people for a broad political offensive.
The struggle initiated by us led millions of Chileans to take positions and had international repercussions. It was the largest political
battle ever fought by the rnasses in Chile" The positions of imperialism
and of the oligarchy were seriously threatened. The Right was forced
to close ranks. In order to save their privileges, the reactionary sectors
put aside their differences, and were obliged to accept a solution that
was not entirely to their liking. Forty per cent of our citizenry voted
for a revolutionary solution. The program and orientation of the
Salvador Allende candidacy was decidedly antiimperialist and antioligarchy; the infuence of this program penetrated into the very ranks
of the enemy camp. The ideas of change were implanted in the consciousness of the majority of the population. In consequence of all
* Excerpts from report to the 13th National Congress of the Communist
Party of Chile.
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this, a new relationship of forces has arisen which makes it possible
to consotdate some advances, to obtain for Chile an independent
foreign policy, and to win great victories in the developmeni of the
popular movement struggling for fundamental transformations. The
stru-ggle
_continues now on a higher plane, in conditions ripe for
further changes.
The strength accumulated by the FRAP (Popular Action Front)
and all its reserve forces is a solid and powerful base from which
to continue fighting for the revolution and for popular government.
Our
and principal preoccupation consisti in fortifying and
_ffrst
broadening this force.
The line of the Communists is to unite the majority of the country,
all the classes and social strata which are anti-imperialist and anti
oligarchy, around the working class and the workei-peasant alliance.
we seek to achieve the formation of a government with these same
qualities. In our judgment, a solid socialist-communist understanding
is &e cornerstone on which such a broad movement, and the government to which it gives rise, must be built.
The whole of chilean experience points to the necessity of a popular
national government, in which the working class, on the basis -of such
an understanding, holds the leading responsibilities.
This is not a dogmatic formulation; it is a concrete truth. In countries like the United Arab Republic and others, the national bourgeoisie has demonstrated a certain revolutionary capacity in the
struggle for independence and progress. But here in cfiile, yesterday
under the Radicals and today under christian Democratic leadership,
we ffnd that, even if it occasionaily has one or another'iejuvenationl,"
the national bourgeoisie generally falls into conciliation and gives in
to imperialism and the oligarchy. on the other hand, the irorking
class has had and continues to have an attitude of continuous
struggle against these enemies.
In order to arrive at the conquest of power there is only one general
path: that
unity, organization, struggle, and the developrient of
_of
the political consciousness of the working crass and" of the broadest
popular masses.
we will continue to do everything possible to reach this objective
through non-military means.
U.S, lruperialism-Enemy of Nationnl Liberation

But we want to say that the interventionist policies of imperialism
and the seditious designs of the ulha-reactioniry erements ho harm
to the interests and sentiments of the nationai majority, and rise
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up as a threat to the democratic regime, with the intent of creating
confusion. This makes necessary unity of the democratic forces in
aetion to destroy these dangers and assure that the people can freely
express their will. The popular parties have the duty, in particular,
of mastering all forms of struggle, defending inch by inch our civil
liberties and national independence, practicing the broadest solidari?
with the anti-imperialist movements of the continent and of the whole
world, maintaining a permanent vigilance in defense of peace. . . .
Imperialism tries to contain the liberating march of our peoples.
The Johnson Doctrine is based on the barbaric idea that the economic
and political interests of U.S. imperialism are above all else. In this
vein, Johnson has said that he will not permit another Cuba in Latin
America. But, however much he may detest it, a second Cuba will
arise, and a third, and many more, as many as there are countries
on the continent. In conformity with their own national characteristics,
using forms and methods which correspond to each particular set
of condiUons, all of the Latin-American peoples will follow the Cu,ban
example.

In the end, no one and nothing will be able to halt the liberation
of the peoples of Latin America. The entire continent is in ferment.
The struggle for the second independence of our countries has begun,
In all Latin-American nations the broadest and most vigorous patriotic
fronts are being molded, and all of these striking out at the same
enemy and coordinating their actions, are forging a single continental
front against imperialist intervention, broadening the road to revolution.

Imperialisrn

still

possesses sufficient

power

to strike in

another place and achieve tfris or that success. But

it

one or

it is not invincible,

does not hold all the cards. Within the United States itself there are
growing forces which oppose imperialist designs and desire another
manner of dealing with Latin America and with the world in general.
In this struggle we count on the support of the Soviet Union and
the other socialist countries, on the solidarity of the non-aligned countries of Asia and Afrioa, on the peoples of all the world. Moreover,
not a few capitalist countries of Europe are opposed to the policy
of intervention.
In our epoch, the peoples are throwing overboard the yoke of
colonial slavery. Reactionary regimes like that of Franco in Spain
and of Oliveira Salazar in Portugal are beginning to crumble. The
gorilla governments of Latin America are conspicuously transitory.
The world tendency is one of a constant worsening of the posi'tions
of imperialism. Although it is lashing out, historic"lly it is beating
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a retreat. In consequence, its aggressiveness is above aII a product
of desperation, like the cornered beast who lmows he is coniemned
to perish.
So9iali1l, not capitalism, is the decisive, deternaining factor in the
march of humanity. . . .
The Chri*ian

D emo crati,c Coaernmerrt

In the conduct of the govemment of President Frei a Right-wing
orientation predominates; imperialism and the oligarchy have more
weight than the people, and the reactionary groupings in Christian
Democracy are more influential than the great mass of its rrliritants
and sympathizers.
Both the popular forces and the Right, both the elements in favor
of change and those opposed to change, participated in the erection
of the current President. Imperialism and internal reaction came to
understand that the traditional parties-conservative, Liberal and
Radical-were incap-able of preventing the triumph of the popular
AcUon Front. In these circumstances, the conservatives and the
liberals, and a majority of the radicals, placed themselves behind
the candidate of Christian Democracy.
The leaders of the christian Dernocratic Party sought the support
9{ the Sghtr proclaiming over a long period that they constituted
"the
only alternative to Communism." Nevertheless, the popular
sectors that voted for Frei did so because they saw in him a forward
step
relation to the previous situation, a path to progress almost
_in
as advanced as that ofiered by the FRAP, and without the risks and
difficulties-imagined and real-that a FRAp victory wourd have entailed. Christian Democrary emphasized change, and mainly by this
method they got the support of a vast sector of the people.
During the eleven months of christian Demociatic government,
_
the contradictory elements involved in its creation hav6 continued
to exist, with the reactionary ,tendencies clearly predominating.
take credlt
Qwing to this, there is very liftle this govern*"rt

for doing.

""r,

This situation is obvious and gives rise to a growing and legitimate
popular discontent, and to restlessness in the ranls of c-hristian

Democracy itself.

If the rightist direction of the government shourd eontinue, it could
result in a Right-wing regime, which would submit to imperialism
after the fashion of Gonzilez videla or R6rnuro Betancor_rit. This
would aggravate the social-economic problems, support the interests
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of imperialism and the oligar.chy, and facilitate the consummation of
the plans of the ultra-Right.
Oiring to its class limita:tions, the Christian Democratic government
does not propose to resolve the basic problems of nationwide reorganization, without which it is impossible to satisfy the needs of the
great masses. But this does not mean that the people should remain
passive, accept the government's inability to ac! and abandon their
initiative. The masses must redouble their struggle for their just
demands and for change. Each demand won will be a base from
which to continue advancing, 'to push the course of events rrore and
more into line with their interests and the general interests of the
country.
Populnr Forces Can Defeat lmperialism anil Reaction

In order correctly to evaluate the present situation and the perit is necessary to take into account not only
the class limitations of the Christian Democratic Government, not
spectives for the future,

only its links with imperialism and the Right, but also a series of

other factors that come into play.

First factor-The revolutionary banners held high by the Chilean
working class for half .a cenrtury today embrace vast sectors of the
population. In particular, the need for agrarian reform is understood
by the immense majority of the country.
The working class exerts a marked influence in national politics and
is capable of making this influence truly decisive. The Popular Actibn
Front is a real force, with wide possibilities of modifying the situation
in favor of the people.
Second, factor-The people want everything that can be done now
to be done. They dont want to put off until tomorrow what can be
done today. They do not want to lose a single possibility for signiffcant advance along the road of social progress. They do not want
to go from one election to the next, from one government to the next,
without achieving everything possible, and much less do they want
the situation to worsen.
Third factor-The Christiafi'Democratic Party is a multi-class party.
Within it, and among those who votod for it, there is a numerous
group that wants to "get the show on the road," that has an antiRightist line; some of its components have a Leftward inctnation.
Fourth factor-ln spite of the pro-North American ,conduct of
President Freis government in relation to copper and olher matters,
his foreign policy has aspec,ts that are in contradiction with the policies
of the United States, and this contradiction will tend to grow iharper
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as the country succeeds, as is his desire, in maintaining and develqr
ing independence in its foreign relations.
Fifth fac'tor-Although the Christian Democratic Government has
an understanding with the Right on many matters, there are also
certain contradictions between the Christian Democrats and the

oligarchy.
If to these factors are added the ones

we aralyzed before-the
internal and international correlation of forces favorable to social
progress, the urgent necessity for change due to the structural crisis
and the needs of the present and future-one can reach the conclusion
that there are real possibilities of dealing some defeats to imperialism
and the Right, of isolating and reducing the reactionary groups which
up to now have called the tune in the government and in the Christian
Democratic leadership, and thus of opening better perspectives for
the struggle of our people for their vital basic rights and for roal
change.

The ffrst and major blow should be directed toward countering
the maneuvers of imperialism and reaction, toward breaking the grip
of the most evil circles of United States monopoly capital and its
gorilla agents.
The Pentagon, the CIA, the most rabid elements in the Department
of State, the invisible government of which the North American reporters Wise and Ross have spoken-that body which led Kennedy
to intervene in Cuba and master-minded the intervention in Santo
Domingo-mapped out for itself the goal of dispersing and destroying
the popular movement, crushing the struggles of our people, promoting anti-Communist hysteria, bringing an end to the democratic
regime, making impossible every gesture of independence on the
part of the Chilean government, and, blocking the country's road
toward the constitution of a revolutionary government.
Project Camelot is only a part of this vast conspiracy against Chile.
The provocations of the Brazilian and Argentinian gorillas are another
part. The hypocritical and sarcastic declarations of Chancellor Leitao
da Cunha, wishing President Frei better luck than the lot of Goulart,
express something moro than personal sentimentsl they reflect tl-re
desires of his masters, the Pentagon and the CIA.
In the military circles of the United States, and in the high commands of the armed forces of other countries on the continent, there
has arisen the theory that geographical frontiers should be subordinated to political frontiers. This theory is a basis for the monstrous
resolution of the House of Representatives of the United States,
giving that country, and ot}er American states, the right to unilateral
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military intervention in any part of the continent. This theory also
is the basis for the proposal to create a continental army, and for
the alarming agreement between the Brazilian and Argentinian general stafis to coordinate their actions against so-called "Communist
inffltration in the Western hemisphere."
So that these dangers are clearly understood, it is worth noting that
the disembarkation of 27,000 U.S. rnrarines and paratroopers in Santo
Domingo took place under the pretext of combatting Communism,
notwithstanding the known fact that the patriotic movement headed
by Colonel Caamaflo-which naturally had the support of the Communists-had no aim other than the re-establishment of a constitutional
regime.

The principle of self-determination is the right of the peoples to
In the present epoch it
implies, above all, the right to take the socialist path. Now, as the
case of Santo Domingo demonstrates, the most frenzied circles in the
United States intervene, and propose to con'tinue intervening, not
only against a popular movement which has socialist goals, but against
any democratic movement, including bourgeois movements, that in
some measure proposes to favor the people and separates itself frorn
the dictates of foreign monopoly capital.
Confronted with this fact, we underline the imperative need to unite
choose whatever regime they deem desirable.

against imperalist intervention the greatest national sectors, the broadest patriotic forces, all who are in favor of self-determination of na-

tions, against intervention, and for respecting the norms of interna.
tional law.
The Popular Action Front, the Radical Party, Christian Democracy,
all spoke out against the intervention. The government of President
Frei censured it. These same parties, together with the Liberals and
the Chilean Senate, condemned the above-mentioned resolution of the
House of Representatives of the United States. Such acts point the
way toward the immense and vast wall of opposition we can build for
the imperialists and the gorillas to break their teeth on. . .
UNtq of Acti,on i,n Defense of World Peace
The Communist Party of Chile has called for unity of action of all
Communist and Workers'Parties in the world for the defense of peacefor the struggle against the aggressive policy of North American imperialism, in favor of international solidarity. This unity of action
must be achieved in spite of existing disagreements in the international Communist movement.
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We regret that the leaders of the Communist Party of China remain
reluctant to accept this need of coordinating our efiorts in the struggle
against the common enemy. Our desire is that they abandon their
erroneous and harmful attitude as quickly as possible,
The leadership of the Communist Party of China, instead of establishing comradely and friendly relations with our Party, has dedicated itself to recruiting for its political positions a little group of opportunist, adventurist elements, expelled from our ranks in various
periods. Because of this, relations between the Communist Party of
China and the Communist Party of Chile are practically broken ofi.
In the interest of the cornmon cause, we declare that we are ready to
reopen relations the very day that the Communist Party of China
demonstrates, in relation to our Party, its compliance with the norrns
that govern international relations between Communist Parties, which
are and should be relations of mutual respect, equality, and noninterference in matters which are the concern of the individual parties.
At the same time, we reafirm our position of struggle for MarxistLeninist principles, against dogmatism and revisionism.
We offer the highest sentiments of friendship for the people and
Communist Party of China.
Joint action .against the common enemy, and respect for the stated
norms and for fraternal discussion of difierences, will be conducive
to the clear re-establishment of unity in the international Communist
movement which is so vital to the interests of all peoples of the earth.
In support of this unity, we have participated in various bilateral
meetings and in the conference of the 22 Latin American parties.
We adhere also to the conclusions of the "Conference of the 19" which
took place in Moscow in March of this year. This last conference
agreed, among other things, to call a consultative meeting of all Communist and Workers'Parties of the world. We think that this meeting
should be the culmination of an entire series of actions converging on

unity, and that it should take place precisely when the conditions
for reaching unity have matured.
In present conditions, the policy of North American imperialisrn
affects the interests, and conflicts with the democratic and national
sentiments, of such broad strata that, as never before, the working class
can unite and mobilize around it'the immense majority of the citizenry.
Democratic demands and the struggles for peace, for national sover-

eignty, for civil liberties, ,are in the center of the activity of the working class in all capitalist countries, even in ,those where socialism is
a more immediate goal. It could be said in general that the road
to socialism passes througlr the struggle for demands of this charac-
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ter, which is the concrete form in which the working class isolates
its main enemies and accumulates strength. . . .
The Need for Rad.ical Reform

Natually, these issues must be united with the class struggle of
the working class, of all sectors of the people for their daily and speciffc demauds, and for their general interests. . . .
The government's record up to the present is truly poor. It is not
that we follow t}le line of negating everything, of ffnding everything
bad. This has not been and is not now our attitude. The fact is
that what has been accomplished, what could be considered positive
-and which it may be said in passing, has required our support or
has been achieved thanks to the initiative of the Left, rather than
that of the government-such as the raising of peasant's wages and the
inheritance tax-has been markedly insufficient, and would not amount
to a revolution anywhere in the world.
In Chile we need to apply the surgeon's Inife, but instead they use
mustard plasters.
As far as the problem of land is concerned, the only thing that
ever happens is the ocoasional bornbastic announcempnt of the expropriAtion of one or another of the large estates; this is done accorCing to the laws of Alessandri, and is carried over from the program of
Alessandri. The Frei govemment has not even produced the agrarian
reform project it has spoken of so much.
The internal monopolies are left practically untouched.
And with regard to imperialist enterprises, there are the copper
contracts which gavely impair our national sovereignty, bind the
country more tightly to foreign monopoly interests and signify a baekward step in the economic relations between the Chilean government
and the companies.
The steps which the government tends to take do not lead to real
transformations, and in basic matters show themselves to be tied to
short-term conceptions bound within the strait-jacket of the International Monetary Fund and the traditional policy of constant indebtedness to foreign banks.
The Frei government takes its inspiration from the idea of the triangle of which the ideologists of the Alliance for Progress speak; that is,
the idea of an understanding, in good measure illusory and based on
exaggerated expectations, between the United States, Western Europe
and Latin America. In this respect, it must be said that the voyage
of President Frei to Western Europe, even if it was not made with the
agreement of the most frenzied circles of Yankee imperialism, formed
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part of the so-called triangle. And in the same way, the renegotiation of the foreign debt, even if not to the liking of all our creditors,
is also among the measures contemplated and recommended by the
International Monetary Fund itself.
On the other hand, the possibilities opened up by re-establishment
of relations with the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries
are not being utilized. We are convinced that President Frei does not
want to take advantage of these opportunities, or that very powerful
counter pressures are exerted on his government. The prestige of the
country and of the present government, both nationally and internationally, rose greatly with the re-establishment of these relations.
They constitute an important factor in favor of friendship among
peoples and of peace. But it is intolerable that Chile does not take
advantage of the economic advances that it could obtain from these
relations.

There is another basic idea which underlies the actions of the present government and which must be considered. This is the idea of
freezingthe economic situation of the industrial workers and the broad
masses of the employed. In the case of the workers, this is made more
serious by the fact that, in addition to freezing wages which are already low, it prevents them, to the advantage of the owners, from
obtaining at least some part of their increased productivity. . . .
By means of unity of action it is possible to put in motion an entire
people, the working masses that voted for Salvador Allende and those
who voted for Frei. On one side should be the people, on the other,
the reactionaries. In consequence, we must continue opening paths
to unity of action of all popular and progressive forces, those opposing or backing the government, against the reactionaries within
or without the government. In other words, it is feasible to advance
on the basis of unity of action of the FRAP, the National Democratic
Party and the anti-Rightist Christian Democrats and Radicals against
imperialism and the oligarchy, against the most reactionary group of
Right-wing Conservatives, Uberals, Radicals, and Christian Democrats.
This is an essential aspect of our policy. . . .
Popular Unitg in Defense of Radi.cal Reforms

Through common action of all anti-imperialist and anti-oligarchy
forces it is possible and necessary to erect an unbreakable barrier
to whatever is against the national and popular interest, to win new
victories for the people, achieve everything possible in the present
on the many fronts of struggle, and in this manner, to widen tfie
perspectives of the revolution.
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It is possible to defeat the policy of wage freezes handed down
from before, to obtain a genuine rise in wages, salaries and pensions,
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of rights and gains won by the worhng class and by all the employed,
and promote a reform of the Code of Labor in accord with the
interests and point of view of the workers.
The creation of new sources of jobs is an immediate necessity,
in order to increase production, give employment to the unemployed,
respond to the growth of the work force, and bring into productive
activity the excessive numbers of people occupied in services. Thus
it is necessary to avoid waste, speculative investment, and the fight
of capital brought about by big business, and to create through the
state a series of industries that, in addition to providing jobs, will
make it possible to economize resources. The CORFO* and the government's credit abroad should be put at the seryice of these tasks,
and not at the service of the monopolies.
As regards agrarian reform, it is necessary, at the very least, to give
title of ownership to all oocupants of public lands, return to the
Indians the land taken from them, put a ceiling on rents and establish
a state system of irrigation. It is necessary to increase the purchasing
power of the BCA** for small and middle-sized peasants, direct the
bulk of credit facilities to them and expropriate immediately hundreds of latifundias in the central and southern zones. It is also
essential to institute state importation of farm machinery, fertilizers,
chemical products and sowing seed to implement quickly the project
announced by the government, letting the peasants directly concerned decide the form in which they organize to cultivate the ffelds.
On the problem of prices, control of ceilings is more necessary t-han
control of floors. This demands direct confict with the huge monopolies. In the case of benzine, paraffin, liquid gas and other articles, the
marketing should be done by the state. Importing o{ raw materials,
food and medications should also be under state control. The prices
of various articles and, in addition, the CORVI*** dividends should be
prevented from rising. We should put an end to the so-called Savings
and Loan Associations.
The insurance companies are a rich jackpot for a privileged cabal
that engages in basically speculative activities with huge quantities
of someone elsds money. Th"y should be nationalized.
It is essential to abolish the monopoly of bank credit, making it
* Production Development Ageney (Corporaci6n de Fomento de Pro-

ducci6n).

i

**Agricultural Trade Bureau (Empressa de Comercio Agrlcola).
:}**Housing Agency (Corporaci6n de las Viviendas).
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available to small and mediurn industrialists, farmers and merchants.
We must also end the political influence of the bankers, democratize
the Central Bank, put an end to secretive deals and make public the
credits granted by various banks. And we must bring sanctions
against those companies which, in order to secure large amounts of
credit, exaggerate'the size of their capital to the banks, while in order
to pay less taxes, report to the tax authorities less than they actually
have.

In the matter of trade and external credit, Chile must be guided
by the principle of mutual benefft. Commercial interchange must be
flexible. Transactions can and should be made not only in dollars but
also on a bilateral and multilateral commercial base. A large part of
foreign credits could be paid for by domestic production. Our country's foreign trade must include not only the United States and Western Europe, but also the socialist nations, the countries of Africa and
Asia and, on a larger scale than at present, Latin America. Trade
with Cuba should be reestablished.
As regards copper, we must at least have control over sales in
favor o{ the state, complete recoupment of the value of exports and
absolute control over orders for export which the companies may
seek abroad. There should be state intervention in determination of
prices and in marketing, and exploitation by the state of some of
the copper veins.
Similar measures should be taken in the case of nikates and iron.
Moreover, in the case of iron it is vital that the state intervene to see
that this resource really beneffts the country and not a handful of
monopolists, and that the present inhuman treatment of the workers

by the companies is radically changed.
The iron-working industry of Huachipato should be returned to
the State.
There must be a sweeping reform of the tax system, lightening the
bunden of the poorest sectors and seeing that those who have more
pay more, eliminating irritating privileges and immuaities and raising
ffscal returns.
The laws concerning excessive proffts and monopoly must be revised and made more efiective. And just ,, -"ur*er- have been taken
regarding the television scandal, basic measures should be taken
concerning shipments by sea, importation of all kinds of automobiles,
trucks, machinery in general, etc.
We propose these measures only as a basis of unity of action of
the popular and progressive forces, seeking concrete common denominators of all those who want change, with the desire of uniHng
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and mobilizing the forces acting in the interests of our people.
We are open to discussion for the purpose of ffnding points of
agreement that permit us to move forward and discovering common
meeting ground for diverse segments of the people, withoul prejudice
on the grounds that some sympathize with the government while
others are in opposition.

United Action Dem,ands Socialist-C ommanist Unity
This policy of unity in action begins, as we see it, with the central
idea that the main thing is unity and struggle of the working class,
the Socialist-Communist understanding, the unity and strengthening
of FRAP. We see it as a means of attracting greater and greater
forces around the working class and the Socialist and Communist
parties.

We again emphasize that we have attached and will continue to
attach the highest importance to the understanding between these

two parties.
Socialists as well as Communists have a legitimate right to independent activity and to strengthen themselves in order to widen their
mass influence. There is no reason that unity should be weakenod, if
both parties operate in a climate of revolutionary and fraternal emulation, and o consideration and mufual respect for one another's point
of yiew. If we act in this way, we will achieve not only the fortiffcation
of each of the parties, but at the same time the strengthening of the
unity of the working class and the nation. Naturally, it will be necessary at the same time to intensify comrnon actions and to maintain

coordinated leadership

in

relation

to basic matters, that is,

joint

solution of basic, concrete problems of the popular movement.
Popular unity is not and cannot be free from problems. From time
to time misunderstandings and other difficulties arise. But the important thing is to resolve thcrnr, and to prevail upon all to create,
within each party, a spirit of fraternity and efiort fof better and better
understanding.

In order to accomptsh its historic mission, the working class must
make itself the center of unity and the motor of revolutionary change;
for this reason, it must support and give decisive impulse to the
organizational struggles of the peasants and the demands of diverse
strata of the people. The working class must develop a national, antiimperialist, anti-feudal and anti-monopoly policy.
The bulk of the working class and the most politically developed
sections of the people lnow that Christian Democracy is not the answer. But the same cannot be said of those other popular sectors which
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entered into civil life by voting for Christian Democracy. These sectors have yet to gain their experience. In order that this period of
learning be more brief, so that these groups do not fall into indifierence or desperation, so that they do not serve as a base for any adventures or new bourgeois alternatives, and so that they arrive as soon
as possible at the conclusion that what is needed is a revolutionary
government headed by the working class, we must gain their conffdence through a broad, ffghting policy of comtrnon action of all the

popularforces....

In other words, only in common action for daily demands, against
imperialism and reaction, for progress and freedom, can we amalgamate our forces, forging the patriotic union of the national maiority
around the working class and the worker-peasant alliance, giving
birth to an invincible social tide capable of overcoming all obstacles
and leading Chile along an independent path.
Moreover, one cannot discount or underestimate the possibility that
new currents, taking a clear anti-imperialist and anti-oligarchy line
and also wanting socialism, may march side by side with the FRAP.
The deepaning of the contradictions between the majority of the
country and imperialism, and of those that arise within the bourgeoisie itself, and the tendency of vast sectors of the middle strata,
including the bourgeois type, to consider socialism a more iust regime,
demionstrate the possibility of incorporating into the social struggle
together with the FRAP, sectors that today are silent and unsuspected
of progressive potential, but whose contribution to the Chilean revolution would be inestimable.
Social processes do not arise in life according to pre-established
schemes, and the important thing is not the schemes but the fact of
the processes themselves. . . .

Put the Mc[arran Act on Trial
My oote is to hear the case nota and hold the lau [nternal
Securi,ty Act of L9\0-McCarran Actf to be ukat I think it isa u;holesale d.enial of uhnt I belieoe to be the constitutianal
heritage of ersery freedom-looing Amarican,
Justice Hugo

L. Black, April 26,

1965

Nooember 75, 7965-The U.S. Supreme Court ruled unanimously
that the membership registration requirement of the McCarran Act
violates the constitutional right against self-incrimination. Fortythree individuals under orders from the Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB ) to register as members of a "Communist action"
organization were released from these orders. AII Americans were
relieved of the threat of similar orders. A keystone of the infamous
McCarran Act was shattered. This was the most telling blow to date
against the McCarran Act after 15 long years of legal battles.*
Nooember 19, 1965-The Federal District Court in Washington,
D. C. convicted the Communist Party, U.S.A., for the second time
for failing to register under the McCarran Act's false and self-defaming
definition of a "Communist action" organization. Judge William B.
Jones, presiding in the case, imposed the maximum penalty of $230,000 fine.
How explain the paradox of two contradictory decisions in two
courts under the same law after 15 years of continuous litigation?
This is puzzling indeed.
The Narront Scope of the Trial

But even more strange was the nightmarish conduct of the trial
itself, which took place between November 1 and 19, with the Communst Party in the dock for the second time in three years.
The Party was being tried under 2 indictments: one for failing to
register during 11 days in November 1961, and the other for the same
offense during 11 days in February 1965. Registration under the McCarran Act is a declaration that the Communist Party is part of a world
* For more detailed analysis see the editorial "A Momentous Decision,,'
in the December 1965 issue of Pol:iti.cal Afrai,rs.
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conspiracy controlled by the Soviet Union, aiming to overthrow the
government of the U.S. by treachery, espionage, sabotage and "any

other means."
Once before the Communist Party had been,convicted in the same
court for not registering in November 1961. The conviction had been
reversed by the U.S. Court of Appeals on the grounds that the officers who would be obligated to register the Party would be compelled

to incriminate themselves. The Court of
declared that

Appeals, however, had

if a "willing volunteer" could be found who would

brave the risk of such self-incrimination, the government could reopen the case in the lower court.
The Justice Department, intent on its avowed mission of harassment, reindicted the Party for the November 1961 period. Later it
returned a second indictment, charging the Party with failure to register during February 1965. The trial on both indictments opened
on November 1, 1965.
At the beginning of the trial, defense counsels John J. Abt and
]oseph Forer ffled a number of motions to dismiss the case on grounds
that the McCarran Act violates the First and Fifth Amendments;
that no jury trial had ever been held to decide whether the Act's
deffnition of a "Communist action organization" ffts the Party; that
the slanderous assumption that Cornmunism is a monolithic world
organization under the rigid control of the Soviet Union, conspiring
to overthrow existing governments-which never was true-is today
recognized as a myth by many prominent U.S. authorities.
The judge, apparently not ready to rule on the constitutionality
of any part of the Act-let alone venture into deep political waters
-denied the motions in toto.
The scope of the trial was thus limited at the outset. The McCarran Act's hob-goblin concept of Communism was not to be questioned. In the first trial of the Party, the only question at issue had
been: Did the Party register? In this trial the question was even more
fantastic: Did the Party find a 'willing volunteer" to register it?
In other words, did the Party find itself a hangman?
For this they did not need a trial. The Communist Party had declared publicly time and again that as a matter of principle and of
constitutional right, it would neither defame itself nor betray the
trust of its members and followers by registering to a slander and
a lie.
But this was the incredibly narrow and frustrating ffeld within which
the attorneys had to exercise their talents in defending the Party in
this hoax of a trial.
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The unreality of the proceeding was evident, too, in the selection
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of the iury. When the panel of 37 was asked whether any of them
had ever heard or read anything derogatory about the Communist
Party,lonl/ one said yes. Had the rest of them been bottled up in
some hermetically sealed Never-Never-Land where the prevailing
red-baiting atmosphere of contemporary U.S.A. had never penetrated?
Later, two others of the panel admitted they considered Communists enemies of the government. Now, how did they reach this conclusion if they never heard or read anything derogatory about the
Communists?

The Stoolpigeon Witnesses and the Wall Street Lawyer
Once the iury was picked, the prosecuting attorney, ]oseph A. Low-

ther, dour and preoccupied, called his ffrst witness. She was the
notorious government informer, Lulu Mae Thompson, who had
testified at a number of SACB hearings against in&viduals cited as
members of the Party.
The prosecuting attorney started off by asking the hired informer
whether she would have been willing to register the Party in 1961
if she had been requested to do so by the Party. She said yes.
]ohn Abt immediately objected. The judge summoned the attorneys
for both sides, as well as the court stenotlpist, to the bench while the
jury and witness ffled out. Mr. Abt contended that the prosecutor's
line of questioning was not permissible because it was based on a
hypothetical supposition and no proof had been offered as to the witness' alleged state of mind four years back.
The judge sustained Mr. Abt-s objection. The jury and witness
returned; the prosecutor resumed his questioning. But Mr. Lowther
rephrased his question without changing it. Again came the objection frorrl Mr. Abt. Again the huddle at the bench.
Time after time that afternoon Mr. Abt was compelled to repeat
his obiections. Repeatedly the judge sustained them. The government
stoolpigeon ffnally was not sure iust what her state of mind, if any,
had been in November 1961.
At 3 P.M. that Thursday, ]udge Jones adjourned the trial until the
following week. If he were to continue maintaining fair procedure
even in the narrow framework of this trial, the accusers and accused
would have to change places! This required deliberation.
When the trial resumed on Tuesday morning, Judge Jones, contradicting his rulings of the previous session, allowed the prosecuting
attorney to continue the line of questioning he had begun. In the
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Mr. Lowther had taken steps to "refresh" the informer,s
memory with a clipping from The People's World of October 2g,
1961. He had also prepared a "build up' to what her state of mind
must have been in November 1961. By the speed and smoothness
of the answers, some, observers got the unmistakable impression that
the witness'memory had been copiously refreshed over tf,e week-end.
remarkable performance led to the conclusion-to the surprise
of^This
absolutely no one-that Lulu Mae Thompson would have Leen
willing on each of 1I days of November lgdl to register the Communist Party under the McCarran Act.
But Mr. Abt's skillful, step-by-step cross-examination elicited from
the reluctant stoolpigeon information as repulsive as it is typical of
government witnesses in Mccarran Act cases. By her own admission,
this informer had been suspended from the communist party for one
and one-half years for white chauvinism and suspicion of 'being an
FBtr agent; she was a liar; she had invited people to her home in oider
to turn their names over to the FBI; she had spied on the Independent
Progressive Party of California, a peace group and the Comm,nist
meantime

Party.
The_ other- major witness for the government was a 74-yearold
retired warehouseman, Henry O. Mariott of San Francisco. This
stoolpigeon s testimony revealed that on February B, 1965, he had
come east and, parading as a Party member, had approached Gus Hall
with an offer to register the Party.
The "sensational surprise" witness the prosecution produced was
the Wall Street attorney, Parnell J. T. Callahan, Esq. Mr. Callahan
had offered his services to the Communist Party to rigister it, for a
fee. It turned out under cross-examination that he had done this at
the request of the New York Bar Association which, in turn, had
referred him at the suggestion of the ]ustice Department. The Department must have b.en mighty desperate for ideas when they
dreamed up that one. The procedure was so utterly absurd that th-e
iudge ordered the entire episode stricken from the record as irrelevant.

Once Again the Verdict: "Guilty"

Aqdilg to the prosecutor's woes came the news during the third
week of the trial that the U.S. Suprems Court had ruled, tie memborship registration seciion of the Mccaruan Act unconstitutiorwl. Mr.
Iyoullher anxiously asked the judge to remind the iury with redoubled emphasis that they must not listen to, look at or discuss
anything relative to the trial-or any similar case. The judge complied.
Once the parade of shopworn informers had passed, Mr. Forer
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ffled a motion for a judgment of acquittal. He contended that the only
"volunteers" produced were paid FBI informers, and that it would be
no less incriminating to register through these lower-level employees
of the Dept. of Justice than at the offices of the Justice Department
or through j. Edgar Hoover himself. The motion was denied.
Mr. Abt in his summation to the jury pointed out that this minority
parly found itself in the same dilemma as other advanced groups
unpopular in their time, such as the Abolitionists before the Civil War
or the civil rights champions in the South today, who refused to betray
their followers by yielding their membership lists as the McCarran
Act requires. He bade the jury to consider whether under similar
circumstances they would want to be judged on the testimony of paid
in-formers.

The judge in his charge to the jury said not one word about constitutional rights. He did warn that the testimpny of the two FBI
informers "should be received with caution and weighed carefully."
But he plaeed major emphasis on his statement that "the defendant
party was required to make a reasonable effort to ffnd a person who
was willing to sign on its behalf."
With this the guilty verdict was a foregone conclusion.
The conviction of the Communist Party is being appealed. The
brief now in preparation will be ffIed with the U.S. Court of Appeals
in mid-February 1966. The appeal will be taken all the way to the
Supreme Court again if need be. The same ffne legal talent as before,
John J. Abt and Joseph Forer, are committed to the struggle in the
courts. The legal battle must be given maximum ffnancial and moral
support.

The People Can Defeat McCarram

But a genuine and lasting victory over the McCarran Act can be asif, in addition to the legal defense, the American public
is aroused to take the ofiensive against this law.
Such a two-pronged assault is essential and possible for two reasons:
L. It is in the interest of todny's embattled mooements for peace,
equality and, free speech to slrutter the McCarran Act.
A fearlessly searching young generation, along with its elders, is
facing up to and resisting the unreason, brutality and injustice of the
Johnson Administration's war against the people of Vietnam. Congressman Olin Teague (D-Texas) plans to introduce legislation
when Congress reconvenes declaring demonstrations against the war
an act of treason. The latest SACB citation against the American
sured only
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Committee for 'Protection of Foreign Born (ACPFB) lists a new
charge: following the 'lCommunist line" of opposition to the war in
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fh9 Negro people and increasing numbers of whites are ffghting
and laying down their lives in renewed, unshakable determination
to achieve in practice the eguality promised in the law books. In
Senator Eastland's eyes this epic struggle is a Communist plot.
In his statg murderers of civil rights workers go scot free. Eastland
bitterly assailed the Supreme Court's November 15 decision.
On the nation's campuses the youth are disillusioned with a system
that promises thom a future as successful non-persons in a Great Society based on war and world domination. They demand their right
to be heard in determining their own future. But J. Edgar Hoover
announces all these obstreperous youth movements must be investigated for Communist infuence.
None of these activities, in McCarran Act parlance, "deviate sufficiently'' from the Cornmunist line to escape liability to prosecution.
All movements of protest and dissent, for the sake of their own
freedom of speech and of action, must take up the ffght against this
monstrous law. The conviction of the Communist Party on November 19 shows the harassment potential still existing in the McCarran
Act against all the American people. lt is the McCarran Act tlwt must
be put on trial.
2. The court struggle against th,e McCarran AA has seaere limi-

in the defense brief:

It is immaterial under the Act that a person found bv the Board
to be a Party member rejects the ffnding! of the Act anh the Board
concerning the nature of Communism and the Communist party;
that it is against his conscience to lend himself to a political inquisition;^ . .- .- H9 must register- nevertheless, or lose -his liberty,
possibly for life, fJ,r refu-sing to foreswear himself by certifying as
true propositions that he believes to be false . . . (p. SS ).

tations.

Narrou Ground of Supreme Court Decision
There have been other good decisions but they were based on the
narrowest possible constitutional grounds. The November 15 Suprqne Court decision, signiffcant as it is, is based on the narrow
ground of the right against self-incrimination. This was one of many

Og

points in the defense argurnent. The defense brief also dealt with the
violation of the right against self-defamation; against abridgement of
freedom of belief, conscience and association. It contended the McCarran Act is a Bill of Attainder; it challenged its fundamental premise
that the Communist Party is part of a world conspiracy.
The S rpreme Court had nothing to say on the following argument

Vietnam.

The courts have cultivated the technique of evasion to a ffne art.
There have been good decisions but on grounds which leave the door
wide open for renewed attacks. "Stale evidence" was the ground
for the Supreme Court's dismissal of cases against the Min;, Mill
and Smelter Workers Union, the Veterans of the Lincoln Brigade
and the ACPFB.
Now the Department of Justice has issued a new citation against
the ACPFB claiming 'hew evidencd' that that organization ii following the Communist Party line. This is possible because the Supreme Court used the "stale evidence" dodge to avoid coming to
grips with the constitutional issues involved.
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Qn this matter the Supreme Court remained silent. It evaded its
responsibfity of upholding the First Amendment not only for the
Communist Party but for the whole American people. It remained
silent on every other vital constitutional point ra:ised in the brief.
The decision was based on the Fifth Amendment only. Such a narrow ruling in today:s prevailing atmosphere of anti-Communism
conceals the very nature of the McCarran Act.
Furthermore, it obscures the principles and the proud history of
the Party. The use of the Fifth Amendment in the minds of most
Americans has become a tainted practice. The majority of people
regard it not as a valid constitutional protection against coerced confession, but rather as a girnmick. The impression prevails that the
Party "outsmarted" the government by using the Fifth. Could it be
that Barry Goldwater goes along with the Supreme Court decision
because he believes that in the popular mind this ruling places the
stamp of guilt upon the Party?
It is not enough t9 9*ry the ffght even to the Supreme Court. Every
monstrous aspect of the McCarran Act and every point in the defense
brief must be brought to that court where they udll get due consideration, to the highest court in the land, the cowt of public opinion.
The Supremo Court is important as the highest authority in the
U.S. legal system. But, as Marxists are aware, the entire court system
is an arm of the Establishment. There are doubtless many other
dodges and delaying tactics in the same bag of tricks that the'stale
evidence" and 'wi-Iling volu_nteef evasions came frorni. If left to legal
channels alone, the struggle against the McCarran Act could drag
on another 15 yearsl
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The People os. thp McCarran Ac't
The November 15 decision was indeed momentous. The logic of

WITTI,AMSON

this decision is to dismiss outright the Party case, the Gus Hall case,
and every other case still pending
But it udlt take the uill and, action of the people to enforca that

Threat of Hacialism

logic.

The dangerous menace of racialism confronts the British people.
was easy when there were few eolored people in Britain-and
tlose few were students, edueationalists on traders returning to their
own countries-to boast that Britain was free of color preiudice. But
today the Under-Secretary of Economic Affairs, Mr. Foley, can state
that "Britain had shown intolerance instead of integration and hostility instead of welcome" to its one million colored immigrants.
The newspaper advertisements include many "whites only''notices.
Saloons can maintain a color bar or enforce a quota system. One
Greater London borough has placed a limit of 2,0 percent immigrant
children in any one school. The T.V. runs a White Minstrel show as
one of its most popular features and the fascists paint the walls with
signs 'Keep Britain White" or "N. ...s, Get Out." Some of this poison
has even seeped into the labor movement and shalp discussioni have

the

significant movements of the people today are learning through
their own experience the truth of the late Vito Marcantonio's declarationr "The defense of the constitutional rights of the Communists
is the ffrst line in the defense of the dernocratic rights of every
American."

The MoCarran Act-not the Communist Party-must be Put on tdal.
Newspapers across the land have acknowledged-and some have
hailed-the justice of the Supreme Court's November 15 decision.
A mounting upsurge of peoplds protest directed toward the President
and the Atlorney General, demanding dismissal of all McCarran Act
cases, should accompany the ffling of the brief with the Court of
Appeals in mid-February 1966.
fhe American people defeated the Alien and Sedition Acts, reversed the Dred Scott decision and turned back McCarthyism. The
Amercian people, once they know the truth about this evil law, can
be relied upon to pronounce a iust verdict in the case of the People
vs. the McCarran Act.
(Contirated from p. L2)
imperialism can be compelled to get out of Vietnam and the tlreat
of nuclear war which the escalation Poses can be removed.
To argue as Lin Piao does in his article is to abandon this path and
to d:isunite the anti-imperialist forc.es in the face of the gowing aggressiveness of U.S. imperialism.
In taking issue with the line presented by Lin Piao, we do not wish
to minimize in the least the reactionary character of U.S' imperialism
and its threat to world peace. That it is today the most reactionary
and aggressive of all imperialisms, the bulwark of cotronialism and the
worst enemy of all peoples everywhere, there can be not the slightest
doubt. That a relentless, uncompromising struggle must be waged
against it by the forces of progress throughout the world, and above
all within the United States itself-on this there can likewise be no

room for disagreement. Our obiection to Lin s position is that it
obstructs such a struggle. With the question of how it should be
waged, and with the meaning of the ffght for peaceful coexistence we
shall deal at greater length in the next editorial.

in Britain

It

taken place.

Labor Cooernment Surrend.ers to Rariali,srn
Racial prejudice against the immigrant colored people is being incited from the highest Tory quarters. But the tragedy is that the Labor Government, which originally opposed the Tory Governmentsponsored Commonwealth Immigrants Act, is now sharpening up all
its racialist features, while introdu"irg , feeble and impote"f bitt
allegedly against racial discrimination.
No wonder that Dr. David Pitt, the only colored member of the
Greater London Council and prospective parliamentary oandidate of
the Labor Party, has resigned from the Executive of the London Labor Party; or that Labor's Lord Brockway can write an article in the
Tribune headed "My Head is Bowed in Shame," in which he describes the Labor Government action as a "surrender to racial prei
udice."

The background to all these developments was the outbursts of
racial prejudice, sometimes accompanied with violence, over the past
few years at Notting Hill, Nottingham, Walsall, Bristol and Slough.
last year the town of Smethwick-a Midlands engineering town
_But
of 80,000-beoame the focal point for all of Britain. Thd 1g64 [eneral
election victory for the Tory racialists in Smethwick was the culmi-
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nation o[ a 4-yeat campaign against the 4,000 Afro-Asian immigrants
in that town. In the pievious May the racialists had taken over the
City Council majority from Labor.
In these elections the poisonous slogan 'Tf you want a N. . . . for
a neighbor, vote Labor" was widely circulated and defended by local
Toriei, which resulted in Smethwick having the same smell attached
to it in Britain as have Mississippi and Alabama in America.
The Tory M.P., Peter Griffiths, inThe Times, unashamedly defended
the Smethwick racialist slogans, when he wrote: "I would not condemn anyone who said that. I would say this is how people see the
situation in Smethwick. I fulty understand the feelings of the people
who say it. I would say it is exasperation, not fascism."
At the opening session of the new Parliament everyone greeted
Prime Minister Wilson's characterization of Griffiths "as a Parliamentary leper," but the subsequent actions of the Labor Governrnent
have themselves been a shameful surrender to Tory racialist clamor.
The seeds of this were already present in the Smethwick elections,
where the Right-wing Labor incumbent M.P., Patrick Gordon Walker,
failed to meet the racialist challenge of Griffiths. At one meeting he
said he supported some form of health and immigration control and
in one of hii last leaflets he even said: "Immigrants only arrived in
Smethwick in large numbers during the last 10 years-while the Tory
Government was in power. You cant blame Labor or Gordon Walker
for that."
The Commonroealth lmmigrants Ac't

In 1962 the then Tory Government

adopted the Comnronwealth
was Presented as being concerned solely with
general control of immigration. Both the Labor Party and the Communist Party opposed it. The late Hugh Gaitskell emphasized that
'the Labor Party has always maintained" &e right of Commonwealth
citizens to enter Britain to'be unconditional." The Communist Party
showed that it was aimed at racial discrimination based on color.
The subsequent facts show how correct this was. For Category A
immigants (those with jobs to come to) the Ministry of Labor
vorch"m issued in 1963 covered 91 percent of the applications from
Australians, Canadians and New Zealanders, but only 47 percent for
West Indians, Indians, Nigerians, etc. For the Category C immigrants
(those with no skitls) the d:iscrimination is even more striking-61
percent as against lYz percent.
During 19M the same discriminatory process aontinued. Some 42,000
alien immigrants (overwhelmingly frorn European countries ) obtained

Imrnigrants Act. It

BBITAIN
labor vouchers to enter Britain
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as well as an additional 80,000 from
Ireland. But only L4,000 Commonwealth immigrants' vouchers were
issued.

During the last general election, when Tory leader Home was
yelling about Commonwealth immigration "developing into a food,"
and when hardly a day went by witho'ut newspaper headlines like
*Curb Flow of Immigrants
or Face Disaster," the Labor Partydespite fears and hesitations-still promised that if elected it would
repeal this Immigrants Act and also would introduce other legislation
against racial discrimination.
In the months after the election, instead of fulfflling these promises,
the Labor Government capitulated to the Tory policy of racialismdespite its protestations to the contrary. First, we.got a Commission
of Inquiry, headed by Lord Mountbatten, and suspected by many to
be an effort to convince the Commonwealth countries themselves to
curb emigration to Britain. They evidently refused to cooperate.
Then, under Tory pressure, we had the Labor Home Secretary, Sir
Frank Sokice, with a flourish of indignation, declare there were 10,000
'illicit colored immigrants" who must be expelled and hi promised
greater curbs would be imposed to stop this "threat." But he never
mentioned that during the same period there were 15,000 'illicit"
white immigrants from Canada, New Zealand and Australia. Was
this not a form of backhanded racialism? Even the Fabian magazine
Venture commented that some ministers have been making speeches
that :'smell of concessions to racialists."
The Labor Government then introduced a very weak Race Relations

Bill which falls far short of what was promised or needed. It excludes
housing and employment, precisely the places where discrimination
is sharpest. While prohibiting discrimination in all public places, it
"privatd' places. ft does, however, propose to
exclu_des
..so-called
penalize 'incitement to racial hatred."
As a result of Tory attacks the Government retreated even further
and removed the sections making racial discrimination a criminal
offense, replacing them with some namby-pamby "conciliation committees." The Communist Party, the Movement for Colonial Freedom,
various Left forces in the labor movement, and the numerous organizations of colored people, while greeting the taking of some action
by the Government, criticized its shortcomings and callod for its
strengthening through amendments.
Labor Gooernment White Paper

In August 1965, the Labor Government issued its shameful White
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Paper on "Immigration From the Commonwealth." Not only is there
no repeal of the Tory Immigration Act, but in surrendering to Tory
racialist clamor, it proposes to rnake it tougher against Commonwealtlr
citizens-which in present circumstances means primarily colored
people.

While the Right-wing Labor Government protests that no color
bar is intended, the workings of the Act itself, as given in the preceding pages, contradicts this. But the White Paper carries this discrimination even further. In the future only 8,500 labor vouchers a year
(less 1,000 earmarked speciffcally from Malta) *ill be issued to
"Commonwealth Immigrants." This compilres to nearly 70,000 for each
of the last two years.
Further, under ,new arrangements, Category C immigrants-that
is, those with no special skill or qualiffcations, or no deffnite job to
go to-will no longer be granted vouchers, although there are 800,m0
such immigrants on the waiting Ust. The admission of Category B
immigrants, which means a drawing ofi from the new Commonwealth
countries of skilled doctors, dentists, nurses, teachers, graduates in
science and technology, and others with professi,onal qualiftcations,
will probably account for the bulk of the 7,500 to be allowed in ( after
deducting the 1,000 Maltese). As for the remainder, that is, those
in Category A with speciffc jobs to come to, not more than 15 per cent
of the vouchers issued in this category will go to any one Commonwealth country. This means that a country like Australia could receive as many vouchers as India, which has a population forty times
as great. The working of the Act up till now shows that this is what
tends to happen, and therefore the color discrimination is obvious.
No wonder The Economist said: 'Labor has pinched tlle Tories'
white trousers."
The labor movement was shocked by this White Paper. Loud protests went up from many sections, including many M.P.'s. In addition
to Dr. Pitt and Lord Brockway, whom we have already mentioned,
the only colored chairman of a local Labor Party (Birmingham)
resigned from that position. The protests mounted and reached into
the Labor Party annual conference.
A resolution proposing that the White Paper be withdrawn, "believing it to be an expression of surrender" to racialism, was defeated
4,736,000 to 1,581,000 after a shalp debate. But the ffght is still going
on and will mount in strength.
At stake is not only the immediate unity and solidarity of all working people, regardless of color or race, against the Tories, but also
the basic principle of solidrarity and unity of Commonwealth and
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British workers against the comrnon enemy-British imperialism.
Through racialism, the Tories and the employrng class hope to
apply their old "divide and conquet'' technique at home by dividing
colored and white workers on the iob, in their homes and in all aspects
of social life. This would mean breaking the traditional British work
ing class unity against the employer, landlord and Tory "guvernor."
Fortunately, the overwhelming majonty of the Labor Movement
instinctively rejects racialism, although white workers too easily fall
victim to the use of derogatory language in referring to their colored
co-workers.

To incite the backward seetions of the workers, outrageous lies are
It is said that a'flood'of colored immigants is going drag
down the standards of living, make the housing situation more difffcult, steal our jobs and hold back the education of British children.
The traditional insular mentality of fearing anything or anyone with
'hew' or':different" ways of life, is assiduously cultivated.
spread.

Facts os. Lies

The facts are that since the war over 2 million people have come
to Britain from abroad, but only a quarter of these are colored immigrants. These 500,000 constitute less than one per cent of the population. T'liey are almost all British subjects and have a right to be
here. Actually many of them would prefer their homelands, but they
have been driven here because of the mass unemployment and, poverty,
caused by British imperialism over centuries.
Furthermore, there is no "pressure" on population. Official ffgures
show that between 1955 and 1962, a quarter of a million more people
left Britain than came in. During the last two years 225,W emigrated
from Britain to Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa,
but the total Commonwealth immigrants irrto Britain were only
L42,N0, of whom 125,000 were from the newer Commonwealth countries.

In the economy of Britain these colored workers play an important
part. Without them the hospitals and many of the social services
would grind to a slow halt. They are to be found on the buses and
railways, in the postal service, in foundries and in engineering factories. On the building sites they help to construot more houses than
they ever occupy.
The Tory leadership blatantly declared that "there is already . . .
a real danger of a head-on clash for sc:trce resources and most importantly, for houses" and that "in housing education and health"
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the country was 'Tacing tasks which already . . . had reached major
proportiorts."

It is true that'we have a housing shortage, high rents, inadequate
social services, too few and too old schools, and insecurity over jobs.
But these evils existed long before there were any colored immigrants
--,and today they steni directly from 18 years of Tory rule.
Even tlle reports of the Tory Government-appointed Milner-HolIand Commission on London s housing problems totally rejected thb
view that 'migration to London ; . . particularly from overseas, has
created the worst housing conditions" and that "these could be eliminated by stricter control of immigation." Rather, it declared, after
thorough investigation, "the plight of the immigrant is the outcome,
and too often the extreme example, of London's housing difficulties;
and not their cause."
Roots of Racialisrn

The historical roots of racialism with its varied expressions of discrimination lie in profft and imperialist domination. In the USA and
South Africa, the proffts are obtained directly within the country.
In Britain, both historically and today, the source of the tremendous
super proffts arising from imperialist domination and its accompanying vicious racialism has been situated abroad, although indirectly
they also accrued at home.
To justify the terrible slave trade and its seizure of lands and riches
in A-frica and Asia starting in the 17th century, imperialism cultivated
and taught a system of racial myths about "tuperiority'' and inferiority" that continued with the expansion of the colonial empires up
into the 20th century.
Marx refered to these colonial superproffts as "the chief moments
of primitive accumulation" and emphasized the special role they
played in the development of British capitalism. ln Capi,tal he writes
that "Liverpool waxed fat on the slave trade." And one could add that
the same applied to Birmingham, which supplied many of the arms
and the steel for ships, and for the leg-irons; or of Manchester, about
ryhich Marx also said: 'W'ithout slavery you have no cotton; without
cotton you have no modern industry."
Even today, when colonialism in its old forms is dying, British
imperialism, tlrough the new form of neo-colonialism (continued
stranglehold on economic resources and trade even after political indeperrdence), still makes its biggest proffts from overseas exploitation. Of the twenty companies showing the biggest proffts in 1962,
nine (Shell, B.P., British American Tobacco, Imperial Tobacco,
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Burmah Oil, Nchanga Copper, Rhokana Corporation, Rhodesian
Mines and British South Africa Company) fall into this category.
These made a total of 8,221 million in proffts, or over half the total
of 94L4 of the top twenty. If we added Unilevers and I.C.I., each
of whose operations have a substantial overseas base, the total would
be 8,283 million.
Clearly, the threat of racialism in Britain does not have the deep
roots it has in the USA or South A-frica. Furthermore, the great national liberation movements sweeping forward to victory in country
af,ter country afiect people's thinking. In fact, in Britain there is great
praise for the heroic deeds of so many men, women and children in
the Southland of the USA and in South Africa.
But today in the United Kingdom, racialism-while not primarily
a source of extra proffts for the ruling class-rs their instrument to try
and dioi.de the toorking class and professiorwls at home and to useaken
the bonds of solidarity befitseen the uorkers of Britain and the artii,mperiakst

rnoD

enxents abr o ad.

What To Do

All these developments confront the labor movement and all adherents of socialism with the need to reexamine their own' policies and
practices. The illusion of 'ho prejudice in Britain'has evaporated under Tory incitement-even though it has no comparison to the USA.
While there is an underlying feeling against institutionalized segregation, not to speak of contemp't for the KKK, one cannot underestimate the pernicious inffltration of subtle forms of prejudice into many
sections of the labor movement.

While the bulk of the trade unions take a clear-sut stand for the
right of employrnent and open wide their doors to membership of
colored workers, there is not yet a semblance of a drive to open up
the skilled trades or to upgrade the colored workers. Neither is there
a drive for membership. In all working class organizations there is
still lacking a full consciousness of the need to promote and integrate,
colored members into leadership.
The Communist Party is the only political party in Britain whose
plogram calls for "the ending of all relations with colonial peoples
which are based on British economic, political and military domination' and proposes that "all natural resources and assets owned
by the Crown or British capi,tal (my italics) in the former colonies
must be handed over to their peoples." Domestically the Communist
Party has always called for a "ffght against the color bar and racial
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discrirnination and for full social, economic and politioal equality'' of
colored people in Britain.
For years the Party has been waging this ffght with speciffc demands corresponding to the imrnediate situation. At the last General
Election a detailed four-page policy statement headed "End Racialism in Britain" ended with a detailed program of action in the legislative, trade union and social service ftelds.
In answer to the latest Labor Government White Paper, the Cornmunist Party condemns it as a "surrender to racialism" that "needs to
be fought and defeated" together with the repeal of the racialist
Commonwealth Immigrants Act "because of its racialist character."
But it also boldly explains its speciffc position that "this means the
restoration of the right of Cornmonwealth citizens to enter this country freely." While recognizing 'that every sovereign state has the
right to control immigration' it does 'hot consider that the social
and economic reasons which have been alleged as justifying the restriction of entry of Comrnonwealth citizens are valid."
In a pamphlet which is already in its second printing, the Party
through its spokesman Harry Bourne (Party Secretary in the Midlands and Executiye Council member) says: "The real meaning of
the racialist slogan 'Keep Britain Whitd is 'Keep Britain Tory and
Capitatst'." It promises to wage a ceaseless ffght against aII forms

and expressions of racialism.

. . . Racial discrimination is an instrument of reaction, the detestable product of an imperialist system. It is used to divert attention from the root causes of the shortages of homes, sehools and
jobs. Its aim is to incite workers with white skins against those
with colored skins.

Racial discrimination is an enemy of working class unity, social
progress and socialism. It is a weapon in the hands of big monopoly interests, reactionary Tory leaders, and fascists. It is the
basis of the foul rule of apartheid in South Africa and racial seg-

regation in the United States.

The Commuaist Party stands against all forms of racial and
color discrimination. . . .
Pokcy Statement, C.P. of Great Britai,n

HERBEBT APTHEKER

Notes on Marxian Methodology
generous and critical introduction to a book by me, ffrst puh.
-lished
-Ir -*
ten years ago, Professor Robert S. Cohen

wrote:

We need to ponder the curious amalgam of partisan fervor and
academic research with which Apthelier writ?s, and which he
clearly regards as a_particular virtue of the Marxist philosophy. . . .
Can we assent to this curious paradox, the partisan scholar? . . .
Should we not expect a Marxist account of the dialectic of moral
attachment and rational detachment? (History and Reakty, N. y.,
1e55. )

We offer some thoughts on this "curious paradox," in the hope
they may serye as a beginning for the "Marxist account" Professor
Cohen thought due.
The resolution of this seeming paradox is central to Marxian methodology; this means, I think, that it is central to science. Mart's dignity
and the interrogation of nature are two ideas that appear-and re-

appear-simultaneously; this is because they are organically connected. The source of science is man's ennoblement; the function of
science is man's ennoblement. To reject humanism is to reiect science;
strip from science its humanistic core and one has not science but
counting, describing, sifting, sorting, cataloguing and cross-ffling.
Remove the humanist essence and one has accountants, not economists, antiquarians not historians, tabulators not sociologists, semantieists not aestleticians, technicians not physicians. Without the humanist essence and commitment one has a clerk, not a scientist.
A scientist must, of course, sift and classify and ffle and sort and count
and describe, but all this, while decisive for his technique, for his
data, remains preliminary to his scientiffc work; the latter means to
evaluate, to generalize, to draw conclusions, to enunciate meanings.
* This is a somewhat shortened version of a paper pr:esented at a symposium on Marxian Methodology, sponsored tby The American Institute
for Marxist S,tudies, and held at the University of Pennsylvania, November 13, 1966.
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Part appears in the text by Cohen and Nagel: An Introduction to

Logic and. Scierrtifw Methoilt

Every inquiry_arises from some felt problem, so that no inquiry
can even get_under way unless some selection or sifting of the sub-

ject matter has taken place. Such selection requireJ

. . . some

hypothesis,-preconception, prejudice, which guidet the research

as

well as delimits the subje-t matter of inquiry. Every inquiry is
spe-ciffc
to soive 'and
_in the sense that it has a deffnite problem
such solution terminates the inquiry. It is jdle to collect 'Tacts"
-which
unless there is a problem upon
they are supposed to bear.
That, of course, is just the be$nning but it is the beginning of science and already is beyond the realm of mere counting and negates
the oftJauded "value neutrality of science"; to speak of the "value
neutrality of science" is to speak of dry water or indifierent love.
We are indebted to Professor Nicholas Rescher of the University
of Pittsburgh for a challenging paper on "The Ethical Dimensions
of Scientiffc Research," published in 1965 (in R. G. Colodny, ed., BeEond. the Edge of Certaintgr Essays in Contemporary Sci.ence and
Philosophy, Englewood Clifis, N. J., pp. 26L-78), "It has been frequently asserted," Frof. Rescher points out, "that the creative scientist
is distinguished by his obiectivity. The scientist-so it is said-goes
about his work in a rigidly impersonal and unfeeling way, unmoved
by any emotion other than the love of knowledge and the delights
of discovering the secrets of nature." Before continuing with Professor Rescher's observations, is there anything more distinctively
arad uniquely human than "love of knowledge and the delights of discovering the secrets of nafure?"
Still, while this is surely human, it may, I suppose, remain personal; insofar as it does not rise to the social it may not be humanistic. And it may not be altogether incompatible with the widely-held
view that science requires the shunning of the normative, the avoidance of the question, ulmt ougltt to be, and the concentration only on
the question, nthat is,
Professor Rescher observes:

Any recitation of concrete instances in which the attitudes, values,
and temperaments of scientists have infuenced their work or affected their ffndings is dismissed with the scornful dichotomy that
'sciensuch matters may bear upon the psychology or sociology of
tiffc inquiry, but have no relevance whatever to the logic-of science.
Professor Rescher disagrees. On the contrary, he writes: "It is my
airn to examine the proposition that evaluative, and more speciffcally
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ethical, problems crop up at numerous points within the framework

of scientiffc research."
He proceeds, then, to demonstrate the ethical features in eight
inescapable areas of contemporary scientiffc endeavor, namely: 1) the
collectivization of scientiffc research; 2) research goals; 3) staffing
of research activities; 4) research methods; 5) standards of proof; 6)
dissemination of ffndings; 7) control of what is held to be "misinformatiort'' as well as information; 8) allocation of credit. I would myself
add a ninth which encompasses all others and infuses as it inspires
science: the end of all is man's ennoblement; and then offer without
further elaboration, Rescher's conclusion:
Rather than being strange bedfellows, the sciiences and the humanities are ancient and mutually beneffcial partners in that pre,eminently humane enterprise of leading man to a better understanding both of himself, and of the world in which he lives.
Relevant is the incisive study by the distinguished British scholar,
Edward Hallett Carr, What ls History? (N. Y., 1962, Knopf). He
insists upon the necessity to move from data accumulation to rational
evaluation and adds: "History acquires meaning and objectivrty only
when it establishes a coherent relation between past and future." I
like his giving continuity and connection to "meaning" an:d. to "objectivity." I commend, too, his ironic and illuminating touch: "History was full of meaning for British historians so long as it was going
our way; now that it has taken a wrong turning, belief in the meaning
of history has become a heresy."
Unless one lifts himself above this actually misanthropic rejection
of values, unless he rises above the conventional "non-partisanship"
that is really so partisan to the existing order, unless one rejects an
ethic premised upon man's exploitation of man, the problem of subjectivity remains insoluble.
The existence of reality in all its dynamic complexity, and the closer
and closer approximation thereto via accumulating knowledge is a
sound premise. Only by the fullest devotion to one's nation may internationalism be achieved; only by the fullest comprehension of
necessity is freedom possible; only by the most complete identiffoation with the actual needs of mankind may one achieve objectivity.
Marx, the greatest nay-sayer, is the one who insisted upon methodological skepticism as a principle-"everything is to be doubted," he
said; of course, everything is to be doubted, particularly since we have
just begun to emerge from the pre-human era of history*an era
characterized by the domination of coercion, fraud and exploitation.

'
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That everything is to be doubted does not rule out commitment;
one requires a standard against which to measure one's doubts. If
one commits himself to science and reason, he simultaneously commits
himself to
for does not science advance through question_skepticism,
ing; indeed, is not scientific advance the discovery of previous error?
Nothing is inviolable except the commitment towards man's ennoblement and the axiom reiterated by Marxr "Ihe supreme being for
man-is Inan himself." From this axiom Marx drew the following
conclusion: "Consequently all relations, all conditions in which man
is a humiliated, enslaved, despised creature, must be destroyed."
The experiences of the past half century have warned us to pay
careful attention to what is implicit in this conclusion; i.e., that while
the humiliating and enslaving conditions must be destroyed, there
must be created-more or less simultaneously-ennobling and liberating conditions; the two are dialectically-not simply-related.
Few people have had a more salutary infuence upon American
life and thought in the past two decades than Erich Fromm. His
abhorrence of the Cold War, his commitment to peaceful coexistence,
his defense of socialist concepts have been invaluable. If he is able
to write, as he did in May, L964,'. . . we are witnessing the beginning of a renaissance of Marxist thought," and that: "It is an amazing
fact that today there is more Marxist scholarship and study going on
than perhaps at any time since Marx's death," certainly one of the inspirations for this has been Fromrn, himself.
Some of the most notorious failings in the socialist world, as well as
certain of the most urgent needs in the capitalist world no doubt help
account for Fromm's particular emphasis upon socialist humanism.
Indeed, Socinlist Humanism is the title of a massive international
symposium contributed to and edited by Fromm (Doubleday, $6.75).
To really review and evaluate this monumental work would take
us, both in time and subject, quite beyond present proper Iimits.
There are, however, three points stressed by Fromrn, himself in this
volume-and in other instances of his writings*-that may be briefly
alluded to and that do relate closely to problems of Marxian methodology and, speciffcally, to the "curious paradox" we have been examinirrg. At one point, Fromrn writes: "Marx believed that the working
class would lead in the transformation of society because it was at
once the most dehumanized and alienated class, and potentially the
* Notably in the forewords Fromm wrote in 1964 for the two McGrawpaperbacks, Marx: Selected Writings in Soci.ologq and Social phi,loso-

Hill

phg, edited and translated by T. B. Bottomore and M. Rubel; and Marx:
Earlg Writi,ngs, edited and translated by Mr. Bottornore.
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most powerful, since the functioning of society depended upon it."
This is, I believe, wrong. Marx saw the working class being subjected to the most inhuman and dehumanizing conditions but he did
not see the class as dehumanized. On the contrary, he saw it as highly
disciplined and organized and increasingly conscious. He saw the
oppression but he also saw the resistance to that oppression; it was
the latter reality and capacity that he believed to be decisive-plus
the strategic position and colossal power-in assuring the transition

to socialism.
In terms of partisanship-of which side one is on and the relationship of that choice to the possibility of scientiffc and rational
commitment-this evaluation and description of the working class is
of profound consequence.
Secondly, Fromm writes:

. . . Marx was misinterpreted both by those who felt threatened
by his program, and by many socialists. The former accused him
of caring only for the physical, not the spiritual, needs of man. The
latter believed that his goal was exclusively material afluence for
all, and that Marxism differed from capitalism only in its methods,
which were economically more efficient and could be initiated by
the working class. In actuality, Marxt ideal was a man productively related to other men and to nature, who would respond to
the world in an alive manner, and who would be rich not because
he lm.d much, but because he was rnuch.
The 'Tormer" in this quotation-i.e., the more or less conscious vulgarizers and falsifiers of Marx-are indeed legion and known; but who
are "the latter," who are the "many socialists" who believed that
Marx desired only enhanced production; and that socialismt difference with capitalisrn was only its improved efficiency? Since there were
or are "many," Fromm might well name one; I confess being unable
to do so. That intense and prolonged national deprivation might lead
-and perhaps has led-to a one-sided concentration upon material
achievement may be true-although controversial-but this is a long
way from Fromm's statement.
In the latter part of that statem€nt, too, special emphasis must be
placed on Fromm's remark that Marx's 'ideal" was a man 'rich not
because he had, much, but because he uas much"'-i.e., that was the
ultimate goal; it was not that which was achievable in those stages
of the social transformation that preceded that goal or the accomplishment of the "ideal." Fromm's confusion between the ideal and
the actual tends towards unreal, excessive and non-historic demands
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upon the human beings who in awful travail have up to now managed to crash out of capitalism and move onward.
There is a third passage in Fromm that makes clearer, perhaps,
this confusion between the ideal and the actual; it is lengthy b'ut
vital and so it is given in full:

.

One must realize that, by necessity, the spiritual problem has
been camoufaged to a large extent until our^ p."r"ri moment in
history. As long as-productive forces were nof highly developed,
th-e necessitl
and to keep alive, gave sufficienl meaninlg to
life. This still_!o_wo1h
holds true for thdvast majority of the human race,
even those living in industrially developed countries where the mixture of work and leisure, and the dream of ever-increasing con9umptiol, kgeps ry11 from realizing his true human potential, of
being what he could be. But we are moving rapidly toward a fully
industrialized, automated world in which the len-or twenty-hour
work week will be standard, and where the many material rutisfactions provided for eyer_yone--wjll be taken for granted. In this totally
society (which will be a planned if not a socialist one),
"ffi'tlrtspiritual problem will become much more
man's
acute and urgent
than it has ever been in the past.

' I

doub't that in the past suficient meaning was given to life by
tho necessity for work and the struggle to keep alive; if sufficient
meaning were given to life by these requirements, it would be difficult to account for the struggle that characterizes human history and
the monumental outbreaks that so often illuminate it. This represents not only extraordinary carelessness in history but a certain dismissal of or underestimating of the psychology and feelings and aspirations of the poor and oppresscd that pervades Fromm's work.
It is not the mixture of work and leisure and the dream of everincreasing consumption that keep man frorn realizing his true potential; it is, I think, the private ownership of the means of production,
the private appropriation of socially-created profft and the institutionalizing of war which keep man from this realization-this, I take
it, are fundamental insights for those calling themselves socialists.
And I marvel at Fromm's confidence as 1o the direction the world
is moving and moving rapidly at that-i.e., a totally afluent society.
The available data for the past 25 years do not support this conclusion; on the contrary, they show an intensiffcation bI improverishment and a widening of the gap between the rich and the poor; the
latter is even occuring now-and has been for over a decade-within
the highly-industrialized. countries, let alone in the so-called underdeveloped areas.
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I ffnd disheartening, too, Fromm's failure to consider tolty the vast
majority of men remain imprisoned by physical need, and his ignoring
the relationship between ttis imposed and maintained deprivation
and the swollen cofiers and full bellies of the ruling classes bestriding the earth.
Equally pruzlrm;g to me was Fromm's assumption that the allegedly
'totally afluent" society 'tapidly'' approaching is doing so and wiII
do so whether or not socialist relationships exist; for one who calls
himself a socialist this is worth ,r,or" tfr* the parenthetic notico
Fromrn gives it. And to one seeking to locate his partisanship as part
of the question of scholarship ancl the related, though broader, question of citizenship this parenthetic dismissal of what surely "many
socialists" had hitherto held central is nothing short of astonishing.
All this must be contrasted with Marx's insistence that out of
deprivation and oppression-and. Marx insisted that the latter had as
powerful psychological attributes as meterial*came rebellion and tha!
therefore, out of the most deprived and most oppressed in the ffrst
place came the deepest source of the eruption. Asking himself, in
1848, where lay the source of liberation, whence came "a real posstbility of emancipation," he wrote:
This is our reply. A class must be formed which trrs rd.ical clwins,
a class in civil society which is not a class of civil society, a class
which is the dissolution of all classes, a sphere of society which
has a universal character because its sufferings are univeisal, and

which does not claim a particular red.ress because the wrong which
is done it is not a particulnr lorongbut unong in general (Introduction to a Critique of Hege|s Philosophy of Rig/f; italics in original ).
Marx's emphasis upon dehumanizing conditions refects his high
estimate of humanity as well as his own magniffcent capacity for
passion and fervor. Thus, he saw the oppressed ffnally reacting to
intolerable conditions exactly because they could not be successfully
dehumanized. In 1845, for example, he referred to the "revolt to which
it is forced by the contradictions between its Lrumanity and its situation, which is an ,open, clear and absolute negation of its humanity''

(italics in original, from The Holy Farnily).
Fromm's tendency to decry advances in material production-.to
project by emphasis almost an ascetic socialism-again misreads Marx;
this is related to Fromm?s tendency to identify Marx's ideal society
-i.e., the Communist one-with those socialist societies actually
created since 1917. Though Marx was without Fromm's enorrnous
time advantage, he did not ignore the necessity for creating a new
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socio-economic base on the basis of which the ideal human condition
was possible. Here, for example, is a relevant Paragraph from Marx's
Critique of the Gotha Program ( 1875):

In a higher phase of

communist society when the enslaving

subordination of the individual to the division of labor, and with
it the antithesis between mental and physical labor has vanished;
when labor is no longer merely a means of life but has become
lifds principal need; when the productive forces have also increased with the all-round developrnent of the individual, and all
the springs of cooperative wealth flow more abundantly-only then
will il be possible completely to transcend the narrow outlook of
bourgeois right and only then will society be able to inscribe on
its banners: From each according to his ability, to each according
to his needst .

There is a certain universality to etJrics; not an absolutism; not a
Inon-historic development, but still a universality. This exists because
while signiffcant particulars have difiered, still class oppression,
human deprivation, family and social solidarity, qualities of human
aspir,ation are thousands of years old-as old as recorded history.
Thus, when Pericles said-according to Thucydides-". . . we . . .
place the real disgrace of poverty not in owning to the fact but in
declining the struggle against it"-though the words were spoken
in Greece almost 2,400 years ago, they require reiteration in the
United States today; and when he remarked 'it is only the love of
honor that never grows old'we would agree, though I hope Putting
less of the war-like than did the Athenian in our definition o{ honor.
When a Virginia slaveowner said in the l8th century, "Give me
Liberty or give me death," insofar as his nation was frustrated by an
alien and exploitative power, he spoke honestly and deserves commendation; when Virginia slaves, in the 19th century, rallied under
banners upon which had been embroidered "Liberty or Death" they
spoke difierently, and with a deeper truth than did Patrick Henry.
The justice of both calls must be comprehended ere the historian
of either movement can write truly of them; that is, his partisanship
is necessary to his objective or sgientiffc functioning. I take it that,
too, is what Carr has in mind when he connects meaning with
obiectivity in historical writing.
I In this connection, I think outraged morality is a most signiffcantland minimized-ingredient in the rebellious society. When, in 1884,
the Lane Seminary students gathered for what was perhaps America's
ffrst teach-in-they kept at it for eighteen days and nights-they as-
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in order to thrash out this question: "Was American Slavery
Right or Wrong?" And they decided unanimously that it was wrong;
announced their decision; were expelled as seditious-and went on
to help revolutionize 19th century U.S. society.
This sense of moral outrage pervades the best American writers;
IDEAS IN OUN
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frorn James Fenimore Cooper through Twain, Dreiser and Steinbeck. I
Who, having read, can forget Cooper's mythical land of Leaplow,
at the South Pole, where The Monikins (1895) lived,* and where a
strange eclipse occurred and "the great immoral postulate usually
known as Interest" overshadowed 'the great moral postulate usually
designated by the term Principle," and where as a result "the counbryr
appeared to be cornpressed into the single word Doll,ai'P The old
questions as to a man s honesty or wisdom or goodness were now
"all comprehended in the single interrogatory 'Is he rich?"' and a
major device to maintain the ethical device was what we call Mc-

Carthyism-or as Cooper wrote: "It is worthy of remark that the
terms rabble, disorganizers, lacobins and agrarians were bandied
from one to the other in Leaplow under this malign infl"uence. . . ."
Or who can forget Twain's To a Person Sitting in Darleness (l8gg),
devoted to the U.S. 'pacification' campaign in the Philippines?
Would it not be prudent to get our Civilization tools together and
left on hand in the way of Glass Beads and
Theology, and Maxim Guns and Hy*, Books, and Trade Gin and
Torches of Progress and Enlightenment (patent adjustable ones,
good to ffre villages with, upon occasion), and balance the books
and arrive at the proftt a1d loss, so that we may intelligently decide whether to continue the business or sell out the property and
start a new Civilization scheme on the proceeds?
see how much stock is

Indeed, a major component of the present developing academic
rebellion is exactly a moral revulsion. Thus, as but one example,
Robert H. Welker, professor o{ humanities at Case Institute of Technology in Cleveland, in an article ironically called "The Irrelevance
of Morality" (The Nation, Nov. 1, 1965) tears apart the arguments and
the stance of those who apologize tor the atrocious U.S. war in Vietnam. "There never were bigger lies," he declares, than those coming
from such sources, and concludes by insisting "that the moral standards ( concerning, for example, the bully, the invader, the torturer,
the killer) still have immense and quite possibly decisive force in
* Rescued for rne by Sidney Finkelstein in his imaginative
edition of James Fenirnore Cooper: Slr,ort Stories From His Nooels (B,ev

lin,

1965, Seven Seas).
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common human life around the world-and even, they may ffnd, in
their own A-trrerica."

In considering Marxian methodology, it will not be amiss to comment on the methodology of Marx. Professor Bottomore has written;
"The cast of Marx's mind was fundamentally scientiffc. His whole
life and work reveal not only a moral passion, but more strikingly a
passion for empirical inquiry and factual knowledge."
I suggest a unrty between the moral passion and the passion for
knowledge; I suggest a methodological unity. What was present in
Marx was present in the life of one of the few Americans worthy of
mention with Marx.
When W. B. B. Du Bois was a student in Berlin, on his 25th birthday he wrote out his thoughts, hopes and purposes. In this manuscript occur these lines;

I wonder what I am-I wonder what the world is-I wonder if
Life is worth the striving. I do not lnow-perhaps I shall never
lcnow: but this I do know: be the truth what it may I will seek it
in the pure assumption that it is worth seeking-and Heaven not
HeIl, God nor Devil shall turn me away from my purPose till

I

die.

In the same promise to himself Du Bois also said that he dedicated
his life and talents to the advance of the Negro people knowing that
this advance entailed the advance of all people. He saw the complementary character of seeking truth and serving Man, serving Man
and seeking truth.
It was he who, after an unparalleled life of scholarship and service,
and when 95 years old, left the world his Last Message:
"As you lioe, beli,eoe in life. Aluays lwman beings rtsill liae and
progress to greater, broad.er ond fuller life.
"1ne only possible death is to lose belief in this truth simply because the great end cutnes sloraly, because time is long."

'

All of this then by way of trying to resolve what

Professor Cohen

called "this curious paradox," towards ofiering an effort in the direction of "a Marxist account of the dialectic o{ moral attachment and
rational detachment."

COMMUNICATIONS
BEI',I DOBBS

The Meaning of Watts.
Dr. Herbert Aptheker has won
the respect of the readers of Poli,ti,cal Affuirs, as well as that of
thousands of other American people, for his great contributions to
the study of the Negro people in
the United States. The article he
has written on the Watts uprising*
will be read with great interest,
for it will be expected that it presents a careful study of the events
in question and their meaning for
the freedom movement.

structure of United States society
since basic to that structure today
is the oppression of the Negro people. Tactics must be shaped in
terms of this strategy."
It is essential that we identify
ourselves with this struggle, provided, however, that we discuss it
and study it as a tactic for the
present-day movement in relation
to strategy that leads to a basic
social change. We feel that in this
respect Dr. Aptheker's emphasis
on the meaning of Watts is one-

We welcome the passion that Dr.
Aptheker displays in his article. sided.
This is a wonderful expression of
It is a lragic fact that today
our identification with this chap- Watts remains unorganized. Tacter in the struggle for human tics that do not lead to organizadignity and understanding. But tion and organized movements
while we welcome this, we also may lead instead to cynicism and
question the completeness and ac- despair. The initial actions-a
curacy of his analysis.
spontaneous upheaval consisting
One must ask: can this be a full of individual acts which were not
Marxist analysis when the im- preceded by political actions and
pression is left that this type of demands-do not lead to org:anizauprising represents the solution tion and movement strong enough
to the struggle against jim crow to compel a change in the condiand the ghetto ? One must ask tions that were the root cause of
whether the events of Watts relate the actions themselves. The tragic
themselves to the strategic ap- truth is that there has been little
proaeh that Dr. Aptheker very or no change brought about in
correctly and clearly defines on Watts. Every governmental agency
page 24 of the October issue: ran down to Watts and set up of". . but lhe strategg of Negro
liberation requires a deep political
* "The Watts Ghetto Uprising,"
process of unity, development and Pol:itical Afui,re, Octoiber and Noalliance which catl reshape the vember 1966.
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fices-but the results are practi- the article in the October issue,
nil. In fact, the emphasis on the entire article does not, in our
self-help has been increased.
opinion, draw clear conclusions
The difficulty in building a de- from the struggle in Watts. The
fense organizatioi is a case in first part in particular has a tone
point. In a strike or an organized and emphasis that gives a discivil rights demonstration, defense torted view of our program. The
of the victims becomes itself an need for elarity in emphasis is esissue of mass struggle. But this pecially important today, when the
is not the reaction in Watts. The fight for a correct line of mass
efforts to build a movement for political action is key to uniting
general amnesty proceed very a new generation of activists.
The statement that Watts is a
slowly, for since the arrests were
in large measure the result of in- turning point in history compardividual actions, the defense is re- able to the Nat Turner uprising
of 1831 is misleading. Why were
duced to individual defense.
While unemployment was a root similar upheavals in Harlem,
cause of the Watts events, the fact Rochester, New Jersey not turnis that because Watts did not ing points? The essential characspring from a fight for jobs, it did ter of the struggle in Watts was
not lead to a fight for jobs. Thus, that of a social upheaval against
the Douglas Aircraft Corporation ghetto conditions-most particucan get away with its brazen an- larly police brutality. Dr. Aptheknouncement that it will recruit er does a beautiful job on this
1,500 workers from the East. And question. But it was basically
Watts is not being rebuilt by the spontaneous-made up of hununemployed of Watts.
dreds of individual actions. These
Because Watts did not spring were actions directed against the
from an organized struggle individuals who were considered
against police brutality, Chief of responsible for the symptoms of
Police Parker patrols the com- the system-the loan sharks, the
munity as if it were a conquered credit-gouging furniture and apterritory and gets away with the pliance companies, the liquor
appointment of a ball player as a stores and others. It gave no evidence of being directed against
"good will ambassador."
There are results frorn Watts the system of oppression itself.
The slave uprising of Nat Turnand they can be built upon if our
analysis leads to concepts of or- er had clear goals and a mo,re
ganization-concepts that will clearly defined enemy. It alid
change the minds of people so threaten property relations: it unthat they become conscious of the doubtedly gave sleepless nights to
forces of society and the power of every slaveholder, both for himself and his system. That uprisorganization.
While our criticism is directed ing gave meaning to the only
mainly toward the installment of method of struggle, other than
cally
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slaves. The

that Watts is not the answer, that

in revolt ceased to be slaves
and showed the road to end the
status of slavery. Did Watts show
the road to ending the ghetto?
There was, indeed, a turning
point that showed the doom of
the jim-crow system. That turning point was the introduction
of mass struggle, characterized
by the Birmingham demonstrations, the Montgomery bus boycott, the freedom riders, the sitins, and by other organized mass
actions of the civil rights movement. The beginnings made by
this movement toward political
and legislative struggle and toward political alignments points
to new strategic goals. The tactics and strategy developed in
the course of this struggle
helped unify the Negro people
and won growing support of white
people. It impelled a whole new
mass of the youth into struggle

spontaneity is not the answer, that

escape, open
slaves

and consciousness.

Simply to emphasize the "glory

of Watts" with no comment

on

these great struggles is to glorify
spontaneity. This is the impression we think is given by the
emphasis in the part appearing
in the October issue. In the November issue, where Dr. Aptheker
talks about strategy and tactics
(and does it so well), the only reference to Watts is as "an historic

cry of alarm, the smashing of

drums, blasting of trumpets." Our
struggle is to win the American
people, black and white, to an understanding that Watts was indeed

an "historic cry of alarm,t' but at
the same tirne patiently to explain

there is no substitute for organization that leads to mass action
which in turn leads to greater organization and unity.
This problem which Dr. Aptheker poses-which method of struggle is more effective- is only mentioned on page 24 of the October
issue. Again, the answer is presented mainly by way of a eomparison with the pre-Civil War
period. And again, the emphasis
is therefore misleading. He refers
to the two different forms of
struggle posed by John Brown
and Frederick Douglass and then
ends by saying that both were
effective and needed. This is hardly
a clear answer for 1965 from the
Communist Party. By writing a
highly agitational article, Dr. Aptheker does not make clear just
what he is agitating for in answer
to this question, now being debated, as to the effectiveness of individual methods of struggle and
even individual violence.
His use of historical parallels
to explain some of the features of
the Watts uprising is indeed questionable. The looting and burning,
an accompanying feature of any
social upheaval and even of natural
disasters, should not be condemned

but we feel the article might leacl
some to think that we condone
these actions. Our problem is to
get people to understand them.
The task before the socialist move-

ment is to spread the explanation

of the property

system as the

source of all robbery by way of
exploitation. While we explain the
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meaning of capitalist private prop-

erty, we do not advocate the destruction of individual property as
a means of changing property relations. The destruction of the
private property of individuals is
neither historical retribution nor

it

increase the understanding
of the capitalist system.
We should do everything in our
does

to Chief of Police Parker, also as
a means to stabilize the situationThe fraternization that took place
between the people and the National Guard. showed that Watts
was not a" "race riot" and demonstrated the contempt of the Negro
people for the Los Angeles police.
4. Many organizations and indi-

viduals immediately reacted to the
need of assistance and defense
with sympathy and understanding.
We are not so sure that all the
people who spoke of the need of an
"adjustment" did so from fear
and "shaking in their boots." Actually, a positive consequence of
Watts is to be seen in the growing
concem of people that drastic
measures must be taken to change
the status of the Negro people.
The struggle to change the thinking and increase the participation
of white people can be helped by
this expressed concern.
One of the roots of Watts is the
material during and after the basic dissatisfaction with the slowevents. Statements of various po- ness of results in the fight to gain
litical figures and participants equal rights. People who particiwere given wide publicity.
pated felt this was an expression
2. The Los Angeles Ti,mes is not of militancy, of protest, of fight"rabidly right-wing and anti-Ne- back, regardless of channels and
gro." It, for example, endorsed forms. After its initial shock, the
Rev. James Jones, the Negro can- Ieadership of the civil rights movedidate, against the ultra-Rightist ments, new and old, fought back
Marian Miller for the Board of against every slander and canard
Education.
and unitedly called for ameliora3. Did Dr. Aptheker check his tion of the conditions in Watts.
certainty that Lieutenant Gover- They used the events of Watts to
nor Anderson gave orders to the dtamatize the slowness of the "war
National Guard to "shoot to kill" ? against poverty," the need for
Much to our surprise, the majority jobs, and the need for continued
of the Negro leadership welcomed struggle for full equality, espethe National Guard as an antidote cially for an end to police bru-

power, including the use of historical references, to get people to
understand the meaning of Watts
the struggle took the form
-why
that it did, why the conditions of
ghetto life pointed to that as an
alternative. But to do it in the
one-sided way in which Dr. Aptheker does it here, can lead to a
distortion of our attitude and our
political line.
There were some items in the
article that were factually incorrect:
1. The press was not uniform
in the treatment of Watts. The
press and TV had some valuable
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tality. A feeling of pride
unity swept the Negro

and
commu-

nity.
But Watts also raises some serious questions. It is a real challenge to us to point the road that
can lead to the organizatiora of the
community. A basic conclusion
for Watts and for all of America's ghettos is that they are not

organized. We most certainly
agree with Dr. Aptheker that
Watts did not set the movement
back, but the movement will go
forward as it sees its obstacles
and its enemies more clearly, as it
organizes and confronts the enemy
on the various political, social and
economic battlegrounds and wins

allies in this process.

The Author Heplies
I

appreciate the kind words

from the

co.mrades

in

Southern

California.
I think there is significant mer-

it in their criticism. If it is possible to get from what I wrote
"the impression that this type of
uprising represents the solution
to the struggle against jim crow
and the ghetto" then what I wrote
lacked clarity.
I think the fault in the writing
arose from characterizing the
Watts uprising as a "turning
point"; the comrades from Southern California are correct, I believe, in declaring "That turning
point was the introduction of mass
strrrggle, characterized by the
Birmingham demonstrations, the
Montgomery bus boycott, the freedom riders, the sit-ins, and by
other organized mass actions of
the civil rights movement." True;
Watts I more aptly characterizecl
elsewhere in the article as "a
clarion call" and this it was.
This careless characterization
led to my carelessness in the use
of analogy; a method always
marked with dangers for a writer.
I should have made crystal-clear

that the reference to Turner's re-

volt was meant to indicate the
reality of courage and resistance
as hall-marks of Negro history,
and to illustrate the fact that peo-

ple being treated as things will
rebel against such treatment; and
that in such rebellion the onus
falls only upon those dominating
systems that produce such treatment. Similar misreadings are
possible from telescoped references to John Brown; I must add,
however, that those who conceive
of him as typifying the path of
"individual methods of struggle
and even individual violence" alto-

gether miseonstrue Brown and
Brorvn's moment and place in history.

The main point of my article
summarized in the
statement issued on behalf of the
Communist Party on August 17,
1965, by Comrades Gus Hall,
Henry Winston and Claude Lightfoot: "An end can be put to violence by abolishing the ghettos,
by doing away with the oppression
and segregation of human beings,
that so disgrace our country today."
Hnnspnr Aprrmxnn

is sharply

REVIEWS
GIt
Anti-[ommunism

-A U.5. 0hsession

The central theme of

threaten the weaker, underdeveloped nations with impunity, But
the Russian Revolution changed
all this. It added a "new dimension" to international affairs. "It
has altered not only the balance
of power among nations, but the
very character of our epoch" (p.

Sidney

Lens' book, The Futile Crusad,e,*
is that the policy of anti-Communism that has governed U.S. foreign relations since World War II

has failed abysmally.

It

has led to

one defeat after another, with
even more disastrous ones loom-

ing

GREEIiI

t4).

ahead.

These defeats, believes Lens,
The new dimension was social
were not inevitable. They were revolution.
inherent in the policy of antiHere, final y, was an orgainized
Communism. Another kind of po state that could-and did-offer
icy could have avoided them. Is it moral encouragement,
material aid,
possible, he asks rhetorically, and organizational support to radiquoting James Warburg, that "we cal nationalities in Asia and workare not being defeated in the cold ing class revolutionaries in Europe.
war by our communist adversary. By its very nature it came to be a
We are defeating ourselves" (p. "third force" in class and colonial
conflicts. Whether it gave direct
20).
aid to rebellious forces or played
Lens traces the origin of the a
passive role as an example
be
cold war and the credo of anti- emulated, it was an inevi.tahletoenCommunism to the inception of couragement to revolutionary asthe Russian Revolution and the piration (p. 14).
violent reaction to it on the part
This was "not just another
of U.S. capitalism. Before the problem
for Western statesmen,
communist victory in Russia,
problem of a different kinil."
Lens states, the Western capitalist but a
powers had only each other to fear,
Facing them was an unwelcorne
being able to invade, occupy and choice. They must either adopt a
new strategy, based on changing social relationships in the world, or
cling stubbornly to precepts of the
p,ast, on the theory that Bolshevism
was an episodic phenomenon and
revolutions could be checkmated by
force of arms.

*Sidney Lens, The Futile Cnaaile:

Anti,-Comm:unism
Cred,o. Tntroduction

q,s

by

Ameri,can

I-.rinus Paul-

larg. Quadrangle Books, Chicago,

1964, S6.00.
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They chose the latter course (p.

the

15).

This course led to the invasion
of the young Soviet Republic by
fourteen foreign armies in an undeclared war lasting from 1918 to
1920. It led, in the United States,
to the post-World War I red-scare
and the Palmer Raids. After
World War II, with a whole series
of Eastern European and Asian
states taking the path to socialism,

this course led to the cold war

and to "a spate of defeats for the
West, each one increasing tension
and decreasing self-assurance" (p.
17).
Under these circumstances, in-

sists Lens, a re-examination of
is long overdue.
He sets forth an alternative

American policy

course to that of anti-Communism.
This, he stresses, must be based
on the recognition that "The communist world is here to stay. It

cannot be undone. . . . Cornmunism

will be altered, changed, modified,
and revamped, but its essential
structure will survive. We cannot
conquer or occupy its territory
any more than it can conquer or
occupy ours. Our only hope is to
coexist with it on the social plane,

not the military one" (pp,

59

for the

229-

30).
Toward this end he proposes a
three-fold strategy:

The first aspect is competitive
coexistence with the socialist
world. This must also include
both China and Cuba.
Then, in order to compete successfully with the socialist world

allegiance and support of
underdeveloped lands, Lens

calls for a positive approach to
the revolution sweeping these
areas as against the negative and

futile attempt to stop it.
Such a pro-revo utionary policy

may require doing certain "impractical" things, such as "to give
up some of the commercial and investment advantages we now en-

joy, say in Latin America"

(p.

230). It would require giving up
military bases and support to reactionary regimes. Instead, economic assistance should be contingent on popular support and radical economic reforms. "In the long
run," he argues, "this is the only

practical course, for if we continue to be aligned with the oligarchies, and if we continue to
support the conservative elements
who abort their revolutions, we
will eventually lose our prerogatives anyway. , . . It is better to
adjust in advanee to the demands
of the revolution of rising expeetations than to be shocked by its
future restrictions upon us" (pp.
230-31).

In

respect

to

dornestic policy,

for a strategy aimed at
completing the American Revolution of 1776, so that we might become "an attractive polarizing
force for other nations" (p. 229).
This would require eliminating
poverty, ending discrimination
against Negroes and other miLens calls

norities, restoring liberties lost in
the anti-Communist crusade, and

providing the people with cradleto-grave social security.

80

These are certainly worthwhile
and necessary objectives. If the

Iogic of argument is sufficient to

change the course of the nation,
then Lens has certainly done a persuasive job. He has cited chapter
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book. And yet I wish more had
been said on this matter in this
book. Especially when Lens, in
the very same paragraph, takes
issue with "many communists and

leftists," who believe that his pro-

and verse, giving multiple ex- gram cannot be realized and that
amples from all regions of the "capitalism must be overthrown

earth, to prove that even from the
longer-range interests of U.S. capitalism itself the cold-war policies
should be abandoned.
Yet the logical question arises:
What does it take to change the
present disastrous course? Lens is
too knowledgeable an observer of

world and national affairs to believe this will be easy to bring
about. Certainly it is far-fetched
to believe that American capital,
increasing its foreign investments
like mad-to the tune of over g4
billion a year-will voluntarily
"give up some of the commercial
and investment advantages." Nor
will it embrace the revolution of

before any progress can be made',
(p. 235).

I do not know which, if

Communists hold

any,

that capitalism

must be overthrown before any
progress can be made. But I must
confess to being one Communist
who does not share the belief that
American capitalism can somehow
be gotten to compete with the Soviet Union and other socialist

Iands in aiding revolution. It

would be like expecting the Ku

Klux Klan to compete with
civil rights movement in

the
the

struggle for Negro freedom.
The most that can be attained

short of a complete change in sothe colonial and semi-colonial peo- cial system-and this would sureples, for such revolution, to attain ly represent a tremendous advance
its ends, must be consistently anti- for all the world-is to create the
imperialist and, in time, veer to- conditions in which the people of
ward socialism.
the U.S. and those of the world
At the very end of his book, in can compel U.S. capitalism to recthe paragraph before the last, ognize that it is impotent to stop
Lens notes: "Needless to say, the surge of history; that it cannothing will change in America not by force of arms have its way
or in American policy unless there in the wor]d.
is a severe shift in the power
To attain this will not be easy.
structure, away from the military- Lens recognizes that this country
industrial eomplex." But what it "is rapidly approaching the most
will take to accomplish this, Lens critical moment of its history." He
does not discuss. "This," he says, warns that if the debacle of anti"ig the subject for another book" Communism is not yet visible to
(p. 235).
all, "it is only because we are midIt as the subject for another point in the game. . . . But as the
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revolution continues and accelerates, other nations will turn to
communism, other nations will become more and more unfriendly to
the United States." Latin America, he believes, may well be "the
final disaster for the policy of antiCommunism" (p. 215), and this
will almost certainly come within
the next ten to fifteen years.

Lens wrote his book before
either the armed intervention in
the Dominican Republic or the
wholesale escalation of the war in
Vietnam. But from everything he
has written it is self-evident that
these latest examples of Washington perfidy are by no means
mere aberrations from an otherwise sound policy. They are the
very guts of that policy itself.
This was made as plain as plain
can be by Yice-President Hubert
Humphrey in a speech before the

National War College. Humphrey
declared that the wars of national
liberation represent "a bold, new
form of aggression which ranks
in military importance with the
diseovery of gunpowder," and that
"this new, sophisticated form of
warfare is beeoming the major
challenge to our security" (Editorial, New York T'i,mes, June 30,
1965).

The "security" of which

the

Vice-President was speaking was
certainly not that of the American
people but of the foreign holdings
and imperialist interests of Amer-

ican corporations. What this
great liberal also forgot to mention was that this "new" form
of warfare is as old as Bunker

Hill and Valley Forge.
Averill Harriman, another of
the spokesmen for Administration
policy, interpreted this both succinctly and accurately when, in
defense of U.S. armed intervention
in Santo Domingo, he argued that
"the principle of non-intervention
is becoming obsolete" (Editorial,
Neut York Times, July 3, 1965).
Lens' book is both informative
and incisive. His chapters on Latin America and Asia, his extended
section on Vietnam, are wiitten
from first-hand knowledge. Lens
does

not pull his punches in

de-

nouncing U.S. foreign policy and
its counterpart of McCarthyism
and McCarranism at home. Nor
does he absolve American liberals
frorn their responsibility. His most

scathing words are

directed

against "ex-radicals and liberals"
who so ardently worked to help
foist the credo of anti-Communism on the nation.
But I cannot conclude this review without also saying a word
about a certain penchant on Lens'
part to be somewhat less than fair
in his treatment of the Communist movement. In a number of
places he insinuates that the policy of Communists in the United
States and other countries is determined by the interests of Soviet foreign policy. For example,
he says that the U.S. Communists
changed their attitude toward the
Roosevelt Administration in 1933,
after it recognized the Soviet Union. The facts are that the Communist Party changed its position toward Roosevelt in 1935, not
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when the "First New
Deal" of uncertain political vintage gave way to what historians
have referred to as the "Second
New Deal," with more clear-cut
1"933,

On the whole, Lens' book repre-

sents an important contribution
to the struggle for a change in nationa"l course. It is well worth
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enhower was a tool of the Left be-

cause he supported, however
feebly, certain bourgeois free-

What lies ahead for democracy
in these nations which have rejected imperialism but not yet
taken the path of socialism? Can
a nation for long cling to a "neu-

I"EONAND

doms. These the Birch Society proposes to renounce; under the language of luissez faire is the fist of
fascism.
What undoubtedly makes Rob-

Some Provocative Papers

speculation of this reviewer is
ert Welch appear so absurd, is that the time, in our age, is certain
that with all the reforms in the to be relatively short. Property,

with of Coe College (Iowa), who dethe all-embracing title Marui,sm tails the absence of democracy in

been a threatening challenge to
the socio-political structure. We

the reading.

progressive reforms.

BItt
lVhen a book is published

and, Democracg,* one has

the ex-

pectation of a study of encyelopedic length-certainly the subject
merits extensive treatment. However, in this publication the contri-

butions

of six authors are com-

pressed into 95 pages, composed
with the obvious objective of probing rather than exhausting the
topic, and the joint endeavor is re-

markable in its stimulation of a
discussion long overdue. Despite

a certain

unevenness

pers, there

is

in the pa-

such eonsiderable
merit in the various approaches
that the reader is left with the
desire for future, more prolonged,
and perhaps more precisely defined
papers.

Whatever differences one may
with various concepts, it remains that this monograph is a
valuable effort to fill what has been
a deplorable vacancy in Marxist
discussion in the United States.
Professor Howard L. Parsons
have

* Marnism an(l Democracy, a syrmposium, edited by Herbert Aptheker,
pr:rblished for the American Institute
for Marxist Studies by the Humanities Press, New York, N, Y., 1965.

,

contemporary American society,
that democracy can only
come into being as it moves toward
socialism. "The conclusions of socialism are implicit in the premises of democracy," he asserts,
and "while he who believes in democraey will also, it is likely, believe in socialism (of some kind)
to some similar degree-and vice
versa-it is even more probable, f
think, that he who opposes the one
vehemently is also likely to oppose
the other with the same vehebelieves

mence."
The latter part of this statement

received solid confirmation not
long ago in the lengthy interview
with Robert Welch, head of the
John Birch Soeiety, over the National Education Television Network. Welch, by no means the
crackpot many believe him to be,
explained his basic concept: democracy is a prelude to socialism
and communism; if people argue
for the extension of democracy
they are wittingly or unwittingly
agents of the "Communist conspiracy." Therefore, it was not
idiocy but a logical conclusion
from the Welch premise that Eis-

United States, there has

never

have never had what might be
termed an anti-monopoly government; what we have had is a series of revolts against the industrial-financial complex, some with
gains, mo.re often with defeat. We
have never approached the level
of the Popular Front as in France
and Spain prior to World War II.
Property, that is private ownership of the means of production,
has been strong enough in the
United States to thwart a really
6ubstantial spread of democracy.
To cite the status of the Negro

is

evidence enough.

But there are vast areap of the
world-"underdeveloped" is the
sociological phrase-which, while
not possessing the economic advancement of the United States,
are ahead of our nation on the political calendar. They are on the
verge of achieving that flowering
of democracy through socialism of
which Professor Parsons writes.
The very act of refusing to enter
into a military alliance with the
United States is a symbol of national demoeracy even though this
may spring, as it frequently does,
from nationalist aspirations.

tralism" in both foreign

policy

and class differences at home? The

like many wild beasts, does not accept the habits of eivilization.
The paper by Professor Joseph
P. Morray, Co-Director of the San
Francisco School of Social Sci-

ences, gives a concise picture of
the rapidity with which the Cuban revo ution moved from its
bourgeois-democratic to its social-

ist-democratic stage. The demands

of the people, especially the peasantry, collided head-on with property.x "Freedom for an anti-democratic opposition is not the cri-

terion of democracy.
democratic reforms

Castro's

crystallized into a challenge to the domination of society by a wealthy mi-

nority. As the challenge became
clearer, the opposition became

more desperate." The world is acquainted with the result.
But what has happened in two

other countries which won their
wars against their eolonial masters

?

While information is still scanty and confused, it seems that
.---.:__
* For an extrernely illuminating
article on the Cuban peasantry, see
"The Cuban Revolution &r!d the
Peasantry" by Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, World, Marnist Reaiew, October,1965.
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property went on the offensive in
Algeria and Indonesia-masked
frequently by the banners of reIigion and nationalism and aided
or inspired by the CIA. The offensive of property in these two nations already has dealt hard blows
to democracy; as Mar:<ism was assailed the rights of the people
were circumscribed.
It is in the area of Africa that
Professor Jean Suret-Canale with
his paper "Problems of Democracy in Tropical Africa," provides
sharp insights. Adhering to a
Leninist approach, Professor Suret-Canale has as a premise that:
"Universal suffrage in the capitalist States gives only the illusion
of government by the people: at
the most, the people can place
pressure on the State power; but

the

essence

of the latter always
In the appli-

eludes the people."

cation of this to Africa he shows

that in those states which

are

throwing off imperialism-Guinea,
Mali, Ghana-the models of formal, western democracy are not in
use. fnstead, there is the enlistment of the broad population in
a massive anti-imperialist front;
that is, a single, unified party with
the bourgeoisie, small in numbers,
playing a very limited role. This
has led some African theoreticians

to contend that a new grouping,
a "dominant class" has arisen

from the officialdom which has replaced the old colonial administra-

tive apparatus.
That members of this officialdom constitute a social class is rejected by Professor Suret-Canale:

"Where the pressure

of colonial
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imperialism dominates, they are, in
the majority, in the service of colonialism or neo-colonialism: only a
oonscious minority goes over to the
side of the people and furnishes its

in Guinea or in
Mali, a strongly structured mass

leaders. Where, as

party has allowed the people to organirc and to exert ,a dominant
pressure, they have put thernselves
. . . at the service of the people. But
many hanker for the colonial regime, or aspire to combine with the

bourgeoisie-in-the-making.

..

.',

Nkrumah has succeeded in keep-

ing the officialdom in check; the
measures against formal democ-

racy "are sometimes necessary
for the sake of real democracy,,,

and "only the development of the

of education and the
promotion of cadres sprung directly from the people will be able
to keep formal democracy in Africa from being dangerous to real
economy and

democracy."

While Professor Suret-Canale
has a focus on the future, Professor Robert S. Cohen in his paper seems to direct most of his attention to the past. He is deeply
concerned with the tragic mistakes
of the Stalin period, as anyone
should be, and contends that:
"Thus far, practical Marxism has

been beset by

undemocratic

forces and tendencies, by racism
and prejudice among those who
speak in its name, by arrogance
and brutality among its own practitioners, by ignorance and narrowness in their vision, by poverty
in their economie inheritance, and
by savagery among their enemies.,,
The great enemy of democracy
in socialism, as he sees it, is
bureaucracy, "the administration

PBOVOCAI"IVE PAPMS

of things (by conduct of the process of production)." He supposes
that in the future, with economic
abundance, economie planning and

advance of technology, "bureaucracy will be no human prob-

the

lem." However, he wishes to
"know now, can a socialist morality be taught and lived in present
underdeveloped or industrialized
soeieties which are governed by
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tragedy, error and crime .
the
eontest is inexorable and-given only
i;he survival of Man (no light assumption these days!)-Marxism . . .
in the
victory of Science, which is to say of

holds confidently to the ;belief

Truth, which, in turn, is to say, of

Man.

One paper which does not fit
very well into the main topic is
"Romanticism and Modernism:
The Marxist View," by Gaylord
C. LeRoy, Professor of English at
Temple University. Modernism, he
describes as a retreat from reason,

socialist leaders," and he asks
"whether freedom can be taught
by a governing party, by a state
apparatus of forceful domination."
, preoccupation with the private
This is requiring a rather , exclusively, rather than the relasmooth course of history which is tion of the private to the social,
addieted to qualitative change. Dr, i the surrender to angst, the separaHerbert Aptheker appears on more tion of the arts from the rest of
solid ground when he recounts the ilife, and "a certain kind of revuldifficulties undergone by science sion against the modern world.,,
in the conquest of nature, a still He adds: "fn eontemporary Amerunfinished task. Dr. Aptheker, ican scholarship the relationship
the chairman of AIMS, recalls that between literature and fundamenMarxism contends that the control tal class reaiities is either byof society can likewise be achieved. passed altogether or touched upon
in a spirit of timidity and evaThere is, perhaps some reason to sion."
hope-with the accelerated pace of
It would be a very welcome achistorical development-that the tricomplishment if Dr. LeRoy exumph of science in Society may take
panded upon his brief paper, for
ferper centuries. There is no reason
to believe, however, that the vietory he has projeeted a central probhere-where . . . the contest is more Iem in American culture of which
difficult-can be achieved without Iiterature is one striking example.
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